WELCOME to the first issue of the new format of the

VOL 1 NO 1
DECEMBER 1994
It has taken somewhat longer to get this issue out because a major change of this sort
takes a different approach and a bit of reorganising too.
Please allow me to remind old and new members of a few matters that will make us run
smoothly:
1. If you have not sent your subscription of £10.00 to ALAN WELSH
2. Please sent your next contribution for the next issue as soon as you have read this,
rather than saying " I'll do it later". Please remember it was agreed to have two
sections:
a.

General comments, queries and observations or new plants you
have acquired etc.

b.

A specific subjects (The first three issues will be "Cultivation &
Propagation).

Please keep each section to a separate sheet(s) so that it is easier to duplicate.
Also please type or write legibly Ml Use only A4 paper on one side only.
Don't forget to add your name to each page and the page number.
3. Please send your contributions to:
W.G.GEISSLER, SLIMBRIDGE, GLOS. GL2 7BW by IstFebruarv 1995.
4. The next open day is provisionally fixed for the first Sunday in August 1995 here at
Slimbridge, unless we have any other volunteer. So please make a note now of
the date: ShAyg, 1995
5.

Let us have your suggestions for the next specific subject you would like to
discuss.

6.

This is your TSG., so lets have your suggestions. Above all it is your contribution
that will help to bring the whole group alive.

So we have made a good start and you will have no difficulty in writing all your own
comments, experiences on cultivation, seed raising and other general matters. Perhaps
some one can even write an article for the BOSS Journal too. It all helps to widen the
interest.
If you know of anyone who would like to join us in the TSG so much the better. It will help
to cut our costs!
W.G. Geissler

10 Earle Place,Canton,Cardiff CF5 1NZ
28.9.94
Dear Rene,
Thank you for the material you sent me on the TSG. Yes, I would be
interested to receive the Round 3, if you can send it to me. I have sent membership fee to
Alan Welsh.
Below is a contribution for the magazine on seed propagation. As I said to you I don't feel I
have much to offer in the way of expertise but difficulties, problems and chance accidents
can be sources of development of knowledge so I offer it in this spirit. You may feel
however if s not worth printing, in which case that's fine by met

I've found growing members of the Opuntia family from seed very hit and miss - and more
often miss. So I welcome the TSG decision to focus on cultivation and propagation in this
issue. My seed has been obtained normally from Doug Rowlands (South West Seeds). I
have always scarified the seed in the following way: placed the seed in a small amount of
damp peat in a plastic bag in the warm for a week or so; then placed the seeds in the fridge
(I donl have a freezer.) for 2 -3 weeks; then sown in 2" pots in grit and Levington's at about
70°F in a propagator as with other cacti seed. Germination generally unsuccessful, with
the exception of Corynopuntia schottii, Opuntia cymochila, Pereskia sacharosa (not
scarified). In a few other cases a single seed has germinated successfully.
I am aware that the Opuntia group seed is long lasting and erratic I haven't thrown away the
seed. But I haven't known whether to keep the pots damp indefinitely or let them dry out
and begin again, (can anyone advise on this?)
In Jan 19921 sowed 10 different species (between 10-15 seeds each) in the way described.
Of these I had the germination of (using Doug Rowland's names) Tephrocactus
Platyacanthus (1) after 5 weeks and Tephrocactus Chilenecitoensis (1) after 4 months.
Apart from these, nothing! I left the tray of pots outside the following winter, covered with a
clear plastic lid. On June 3rd, 1993, Tephrocactus Ftocossus v. Crassior germinated (1,
but I lost it from rotting). I felt that was all I was doing for them but I was loathe to throw
them out. Consequently, in August 931 loosened the compost and stuck cuttings of Sedum
Guatamalense in each of the pots to give to friends, put them next to the glass on the
bench, and frankly neglected them. Now with succulents filling the pots with root, 2
seedlings have germinated of Tephrocactus Flocossus, and 1 of Tephrocactus Flocossus
v. Crassior - over 2 years from sowing - on precisely the same day, September 27th 1994.
But I donl know whyl
A similar thing happened with seed (very expensive!) of Bomarea Lobbiana (a High
Andean climbing member of the Amaryllidaceae family from Equador) sown in March 1993
- all 6 of which germinated beautifully in August 1994 a couple of months after putting a
cutting of the pink form of the same succulent in the pot to root. Are these "coincidences"?
As one who believes that coincidences are "natural, law-governed patterns we do not
understand", I wonder if anyone has an explanation, and can offer a less haphazard way of
germinating Opuntias
Best wishes
Geoff Gillhaffi

W.G.Geisstor
"WinsfordKingston Road

Slimbridge
Glos GL27BW

Cultivation of Tephrocacti &
Maihueniopsis
I have now grown Tephrocacti (in the loosest sense) for just over five years and have been
a member of the German Study Group for three years. One thing I have learned quite early
is that there is lots of confusion in the whole range of dwarf Opuntia's. So the most difficult
part was to find out just where some of the plants come from and to note the different
conditions required between the one's coming from North America as opposed to those that
come from the South of America.
This has a great bearing on we must treat the plants in captivity, particularly those from the
south of South America such as Argentina, Chile, Bolivia or even those from the Peruvian
Andes. Another factor of importance is whether they are low-land plants, or whether they
come from the high-land's plateau.
My remarks are aimed therefore at the Maihueniopsis and of course the Tephrocacti. They
are of my main interest because it is fair to say that both of them are Winter-hardy with only
some protection from the amount of rain we receive in England. Most of them are hardy
down to a temperature of-12 -15°C of frost and probably even more.
My main collection of these is over-wintered in a aluminium Cold-Frame (Access). This sits
on a base of paving slabs and the glass is left open at all four comers with a 3inch gap so
that the wind will provide moving air all Autumn and Winter through. A greenhouse is
definitely not the place for these plants unless it is unheated and with plenty of ventilation.
In my experience these are the best conditions we can supply in this country. Perhaps
better still would be a well ventilated Polytunnel. The reason being that polythene lets
ultraviolet light through whereas glass does not. If any one has experience of that I would
appreciate hearing the results.
Most of my plants are from cuttings, as seed raising is somewhat slow for me. The best
time to take cuttings I find is from beginning of April until the 15th August. In this period
they will root quickly in about a fortnight or so whereas if they are taken in the Autumn or
early Spring the will sit until the weather get warmer. Winter does not seem a very good
time at all because the cuttings may rot and, possibly damage the plant too. Incidentally,
taking the occasional cutting, even to trim the plant to keep it in shape when an ami goes at
an unwanted direction does the plant no harm at all. Just like pruning an apple tree it
seems to invigorate the plant and the cut heals up in no time.
Taken at the times I have suggested there is little point in using rooting hormone, or leaving
them to dry out. I usually put them straight into trays of ordinary compost with some grit
added. It does not seem to matter what sort of compost is used. After a day or so and

if the weather is fine I start spraying them quite heavily and later even dip the trays. A light
high shelf will suit them best at that time. I can honestly say I have never lost a cutting yet.
Well that is not quite true! Last year I received a cutting of T. geometricus in late October
and I was afraid to spray tt and it dried up on me. T. geometricus is the only one that is a
little more touchy and I should have grafted it, particularly as it was so late in the season.
As soon as the cuttings have rooted the can be potted up in the usual way.
Now this is where we need to take a little care not to choose pots which are to small, but
particularly some which are not deep enough. What I am going to say next applies to the
Maihueniopsis group and not to the true Tephrocacti. Maihuentopsis make a tap root from
a cutting quite freely and need deep pots, but Tephrocacti taken from cuttings only seem to
make fibrous roots and the depth of the pot is not so important. Tephrocacti on the other
hand raised from seed will make the normal tap root.
Growing the Plants
Growing the plants well and growing them to flowering maturity seems to me extremely
important. Literature is very sparse on Tephro's and Maihueniopsis and so to try andidentrty
plants from a description is virtually impossible until we have an adult plant. Immature
growth on a cutting or small plant may be totally different from feature on a fully grown
plant. To get a good size plant in the shortest possible time we must try and understand
the conditions the plant needs. Both Maihueniopsis and Tephrocacti need adequate size
pots, but Maih really do need pots that are deep enough to accommodate the tap roots
comfortably otherwise the will not grow away freely.
In my early days of growing Cacti I was very enthusiastic to use only square pot. Mainly
the seemed to fit neatly like a jigsaw on to the bench. But in the last ten years or so I have
gone away from them completely. I used to get all sorts of problems like fungi growing in
pots and pests appeared more numerous. It is far better to get a bit of air movement
around each plant. Also the square pots seem to be about the same depth as the
diameter. So really not deep enough for tap rooted plants. In any case where can one find
square plants. 2" pots are out altogether as far as I am concerned, even for cuttings they
dry out far to quickly. And I find that particularly at cutting stage, they require to be kept
moist.
By keeping that tap root growing freely without having to curt round the bottom of the pot
we can achieve much faster growth. Under good conditions a Maihueniopsis will, after the
first year double in size every year and a deeper and deeper pot becomes necessary.
Growing Medium
Tephro's and Maih. do not seem to be to fussy about the compost mix as long it is an open
and has a dominant mineral content. Good drainage is essential at all times. I use J.1.3
compost with liberal helpings of course grit which seems to suit them quite well. A dressing
of coarse grit around the plant-, finishes it off quite nicely and stops

the algae growing on top of the pot. I would be interested in other members experiences
with other mixes.

Watering
As soon as plants are established and growing freely I give them a weekly weak feed of a
high potash fertiliser from end of April until end of August and during this time they can take
liberal watering in hot weather. It seems almost impossible to bloat the plants. One
advantage when watering our plants is that this can be done with a fine rose overhead
without causing any kind of damage, in fact they seem to love regular sprinkling in this way.
Rain always seems to come at the wrong time in our northern hemisphere.
During the resting period there should be no watering at all and in fact for the true
Tephrocacti it is most important not to be tempted to give water to the compost until the
buds are fully developed and almost ready to open. Watering too early may result in buds
aborting. I know the temptation is great when the look shrivelled and joint fall off although
an occasional spray appears to be beneficial. A different procedure appears necessary for
the Maihueniopsis. They appreciate a spray or even a light watering from the beginning of
April and when the buds are pea-size require regular watering and even an occasional
feed, or the flowers will be small and not looking at their best.

Light
In this country we are unable to give our plants hardly enough light, so they should occupy
the most sunny spot that can be found. This is why I prefer to grow them in a frame rather
than a greenhouse. But if a spot in the open sun can be found in the Summer months so
much the better. I just take the top glass off the frame. Care should be taken to protect
plants from snails and slugs, they really seem to like them.

Flowering
Grown under right conditions Tephrocacti will flower extremely well. I have even had two
flowers on a single cutting of T. oligacanthus taken the previous Summer. Puna subterania
flowers particularly well once they reach a certain size. This year 1994 I have had 36
flowers on one of mine and now in late August the same plants has another flush of
flowers. The same applies to the Maihueniopsis, particularly M. rossiana v. fuauxiana
which also has a second lot of flowers in late Summer. Some of the others have to get a
little larger in size before they flower freely.
Setting seed can be achieved by hand pollinating with any Opuntia that happens to be in
flower. I would be interested from those who raise plants from seed what the resulting
plants turn out like. As far as I know it simply triggers the formation of seed. Interesting
this)

Ventilation
Ventilation is of the utmost importance, particularly in the Winter to prevent black mould
forming on some of the plants. It is better to let the frost and fog in than to keep a stagnant
atmosphere. I am sure if we could find a way of giving our plants just a glass or polythene
roof

W.G.Geissler

for rain-protection it would be even better for them. Autumn and Winter gales may take
their toll however by doing that.
Sphearlcus Group
I am never quite sure whether this group is fully hardy in the sense as described, but in my
experience they do not need a deep pot as the others do. They certainly enjoy the sunshine
and flower extremely well with me. Has anyone got experience in growing these to any real
size, say in an 8 -10 inch pot size.
Austrocyllndropuntia's
These plants also do enjoy similar conditions as I have described. Cool and airy. This
applies particularly to the A. floccosus group which make much denser and longer wool.
They appear to be growing in Autumn and Spring and therefore need water rather longer
than Tephro's and also earlier in the Spring. If someone has mastered the flowering of
these I would be particularly interested in hearing about it.
Of course the Airampoa's (or at leas most of them) enjoy and flower well under my cool and
light conditions too, but cultivation is a little different. They require shallow pans and plenty
of larger grit in the compost. Feeding of course is not advised unless you want them to take
off fast, when all the energy seems to go into growing instead of flowering.
Grafting
Grafting does not seem to be necessary for any of the Tephro's Maihueniopsis, Puna,
Austrocacti or Rerocacti with one or two exceptions that spring to mind. T. geometricus
and Austroc. malyanus (floccosus group), or has anyone mastered these two? The only
other exception where grafting may have a place is when large numbers of offsets are
required quickly. There is positively never any need to graft Airampoa 's
Now I would be most interested in your experience! Because we all learn from each other.
Incidentally, my comments may help John B. who has not been able to flower the T.
articulatus group.
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WGGeissler

T. articulatus v. mermis W G 082
Showing the continuing growing point clearly

•
T. articulatus v. turpinii? W G 125
(comments please)

TSG Reference Plants
The intention here is to establish enough plant material in member's collections that will
serve as reference plants within the group for further study.
This is based on the German Study Group system and works as follows:
A.

Any member can distribute cuttings once they have propagated enough
material to be enable each member present at one of our annual meetings to
have a cutting.

B.

The plant will be given a TSG number and the donor as well as those receiving
cuttings from it should make sure that this number stays always on the plant
label.

C.

Every member of the TSG shall be entitled to receive a cutting, but distribution
will only be made at one of our annual meetings.

D.

A register of all the plants given a number will be kept by W.G. Geissler who
will periodically publish the up-dated list.

E.

The following information should be supplied with each plant by the donor as
far as known:
Name of the plant
Name of the donor/keeper of the plant
The name under which the plant was originally obtained
*
The source, e.g. Nursery, or individual where obtained.

F.

Even unnamed plants may be contributed as long as they are significantly
different from those already given a number and that they are within the
scope of the T.S.G.

Plants Already Distributed are:TSO 1 Maihueniopsis dactilifera
W.G. Geissler
Maihueniopsis dactilifera
T. Pentlandii (original) from M. Kiessling
(Rudolf LippiUch 1987)

TSO.2 Maihueniopsis boliviensis
W.G. Geissler
T. boliviensis WG 086 (source unknown)
WGGeisster
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Chris Holland

Round 3 Comments
Firstly, I agree with Warren we need to sort out the articulatus group, or at least take the
discussion as far as is possible on the basis of current knowledge, before moving on to
other groups.
Warren's WW.225 - very interesting. Not a form which I have encountered previously.
The segment shape is reminiscent of articulatus v. oligacanthus, yet the plant is
predominantly spineless. I have material which appears to be articulatus v. inermis, but
with the (very) occasional spine. Likewise, I have a form of what I still maintain is
articulatus v. calva (if we are to persist with this name), i.e. like the plant in the photograph
7 at the start of round 3, which also produces an occasional spine.
Warren's WW.201 - yes, I agree this is platycanthus. It is quite distinct from the articulatus
group, despite the apparently similar spination. Hence it is quite easy to understand how
such a naming could be attributed to it. As a side issue, I understand that having seen
plants of this sort in cultivation abroad, Roberto Kiesling identified them as his
Maihueniopsis darwinii v. hickenii. This is very relevant, as although his work in
Darwinians briefly mentioned platycanthus as I recall, it is not immediately obvious that this
sort of plant is meant to be covered under M. darwinii v. hickenii. In hindsight though, it is
hard to believe that R.K. would not have encountered "platycanthus on his travels through
patagonial
Warren's WW.163 - like the flower! What were the colours of the stigma, style and
stamens? I have recently flowered T. berteri from Minchas, Chile and this was pale orange
throughout. In fact, identical to two different clones of dimorphus which I've flowered. As
the plants look virtually identical also when not in flower, it must surely be the case that the
species are one and the same - dimorphus from S. Peru and berteri from N. Chile. Can
anyone add to this?
Warren's WW.155a - as Alan wrote, definitely "paedtophyllus". This is dearly not the type
of plant which R.K. uses to illustrate T. alexanderi in Darwinana. Significantly, when I
challenged Pascal about this name he said that this was the name that was on the plant
when he acquired it from a garden centre near Mertton, Nice - no mention of Roberto
Kieslingl
John's T. articulatus v. polyacanthus - certainly closer to Backeberg's illustrations of this
variety that the plant encountered as paediophyllus/hossei.
John's T. species - 1 think you will find that this is probably Maihueniopsis glomerata
John's T. bkxnel - any chance of a cutting John?
Alan - your T. blancii, I don't know what branch is but I am sure that this plant is
"rossianus" Can anyone confirm (or deny) this?
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Alan's T. bulbispina Brian Fern seems to be one of the main culprits in spreading this
misnomer. The same plant is widely cultivated as T. ferocior illustrations of the later in Die
Cactaceae are a fairly good match and also give a good indication as to this species
polymorphism. Those I've seen as bulbispinus and ferocior could well all be from just one
clone. I believe that Rene has a plant of this from Tupiza, how does this compare Rene?
Alan's T fragrens (=WG.095) I agree with Alan Hill. It is hard to say what it might be
without a dose look. It reminds me of Opuntia fragilis, but equally I have seen forms of
Maihueniopsis ovata with this sprawling tendency and spines uniformly distributed over
the segment?
Alan's T. minutus this little swine turns up everywhere. Even in Die Cactaceae fiq.366! I
keep one plant "hard grown" on a top shelf, under which conditions it does a credible
Tephrocactus" impression. However, give it a decent compost and adequate water and
ft romps away forming little chains of segments which root from the underside as they go in
typical Airampoa fashion.
Tony the best selection of seed to be available from Doug Rowland, Gerhard Koehres
and Mesa Gardens. I'd like to know of any other sources.
Geraldene's OD.S5 a very nice plant. I have one similar except that mine is spineless
with more prominent glochids on the lower part of older segments. If anyone recalls my
article in BCSJ 11(4), this is the plant I used to illustrate Maihueniopsis madragora in
flower. I believe the plant that Alan Hill asked Klaus Gilmer to identify was derived from my
plant. I now have other material of madragora/minuta and these seem to be quite variable,
e.g. in terms of segment size, shape, length/number/presence of spines and glochids. To
date only the one plant has flowered. I wonder what differentiates madragora and minuta?
Certainly Roberto Kiesling reduces madragora to a synonym of his Maihueniopsis minuta,
and I would consider him a far more reliable authority on these plants than Klaus Gilmer.
So far it seems that if the segments tend to elongate in cultivation then madragora (per
Backeberg , S infamous illustration in Die Cactaceae), whereas if they don't elongate then
it's minuta, despite the fact that the segments are clearly elongated in Backeberg's fig.365
illustration of minuta.
Geraddene's GD.123
I suspect that this will turn out to be
Maihueniopsis glomerata, probably the same form as John Bettely's
T. species. I have had what I suspect is the same form for a number
of years and tt certainly changes it appearance as it gets older.
Geraldene's OD.70 I agree with Alan Hill on this one. It is virtually identical to FR 548
(camachoi per the original Winter catalogue and atacamensis in the Kakteen in
Suedamerika)! KK has got one right for once Crack out the champagne!
Finally, returning to the photograph 1 taken at Slimbridge in 1993, I would very much like
Alan Hill to tell us what Lemaire did say about "calva" Just because Backeberg made
mistakes over his
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interpretation on Lepismium does not make him totally unreliable, of course I do not know
what Lemaire had to say about "calva ", if anything. Backeberg cites Cact Gen.
Nov.Sp.,72,1839 and " Cactus ",88,1868. Can anyone get access to these? I rather
suspect that what Lemaire did (or didn't) say will settle the issue once and for all. Until such
time how can we say that photograph 1 fits the description of "calva"?
Alan (Hill) you mentioned an Auatrocylindropuntia collected by Tom Jenkins, not TJ.61
from Paposo be any chance? I may have said before, but I think you will find that this is in
fact Cylindropuntia tunicata. This north American seems now have become quite wed
established in Peru and Chile, and gets a mention in both Ritter's and Adriana Hoffmann's
work. Karel Knize appears to have collected it, eg. as Austrocylindropuntia tephrocactoides
and A. teres. I would also suggest that TJ.61 is far too frost resistant for a plant indigenous
to that locality. Bearing in mind the rampant nature of C. tunicata, it is hardly surprising that
it is more readily found than native Opuntias. I believe also that platyopuntia nana has also
found its way into S. America (see Ritter). By the way, this identification is not mine alone:
Steven Brack has made the same point to me, and ought to know C. tunicata when he i
tt

CHRIS PLEASE NOTE:
/ have typed this out for you and hope I did not make too many mistakes. Two problems:
the hand-written text wound not come out to well on photocopying it, and being double
sided as well it would not have worked well at all.
Rene.
I have been unable to reproduce your photo's as you cut up the negatives.
Spencer
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Chris Holland

Points for discussion
These photographs illustrate a number of plants which I consider belong to the articulatus
group, but does anyone fancy trying to put names to them? They were grown from
commercially available seed and it is interesting to note that, although the seed of each
variety was uniform amongst itself and different from most of the other varieties, the
variation of the resulting seedlings did not reflect this Unfortunately it is Just these sorts of
variations which we are trying to categorise in applying published varietal names to the
limited number of clones in cultivation. The Chilians 15:50 p 91-95 gives a further indication
as to tiie nature of the problem.
I consider the T. articulatus situation to be that of Sclerocactus pan/Mows, only worse I Fritz
Hochstitter observed that to habitat S. parvHtorus is highly polymorphic but without there
being a significant " regtonallsation" or segregation of the various phenotypes. On this
basis, the numerous old varietal names were swept aside, leaving Just S. parvrffoms and a
great many synonyms. Of course, this upset some of the people who had described the
varieties or had them named in their honouri Returning to the subject, T. articulatus, Klaus
GHmer stated that 'plants of this group are very frequently in La Rioja and Catamarca
provinces and in many more forms than you would imagine after having had a took in the
literature... Today I think that there is not a single publication... which deals with the real
relationships between all the different forms." To my mind, this problem of identification
applies to a great many more Tephrocacti (sensu. Backeberg) then Just the articulatus
group. The more plants which I encounter, the more there seem to be which fall outside the
published species, whereas conversely there are so many descriptions in the literature
which do not appear to be represented by plants in cultivation. So perhaps this desire to put
a name to everything is somewhat fatuous. After all didnt a well known collector of these
plants once write "we are interested in the plants, not the labels"?
Has anyone observed a 'growing point" on the segment of T. strobUiformis? Harry
Middleditch tosses this in as an apparent characteristic of tills species at the end of the
above mentioned Chiliens article. By growing point, I assume he is referring to a segment's
ability to continue to grow longer in the yearfs) subsequently to that of its formation. T.
strobiliformls is the plant with long, spineless, sausage-shaped segments which might also
be encountered as articulatus v. inermis. I've occasionally observed this ability in articulatus
group sorts, but only as an artifact of poor cultivation or where a segment has been
produced late in the year and been unable to grow to maturity before the Winter has set in
(so it waits tiH the next growing season before completing its development). In both cases,
the segment could not continue to grow in the second year after the year of the formation or
subsequently, or am I overlooking something? Could this ability be an anomaly exhibited by
a single done even?
I have a plant with large pale blue segments and wide brown papery spines, similar to the
well-known T. articulatus v. syringacanthus, except that the spines around the top of the
segment on my plant are sharply curved, upwards and inwards, so what should I call it, T.
articulatus v. syringacanthus or T. articulatus v. diadematus?
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20.9.94
111 Parklands road,
Chichester,
W. Sussex.
Tel:-(01243) 785356
Dear Rene,
Many thanks for sending TSG round No.3 . as you know I have only been
collecting " Tephro's " for a year or two and therefore found the material extremely
interesting and informative. I cannot hope to match the erudite contributions such as those
of Alan Hill but would offer the following comments :-

T. articulates V. calva / turblnll
I have a plant labelled as T. turbinii which although small is identical to photo no. 1 I would
therefore tend to support the view that these names are synonymous.

T. artlculatus V. ? (photo no.7)
A plant I have, labelled Opuntia strombiliformis is very similar to no. 7. It is small, spineless
and branches from the areolea . (it was obtained from K & C Cacti).

T.dlmorphus V. pseudoraupppianus (Warren Withers)
very interesting to see this as I have a plant obtained from Jan Bisheuvel in Holland and
this confirms the name, at least for now.

Alan Welsh
congratulations on the photos - your collection is obviously similar to mine.
T. turpinii - Again the same as my plant and therefore presumably T. art. V. calva
T. weberl -1 obtained a plant described as T. weberi Dispar from Bisheuvels
Which actually turned out to be two plants. Both have done well this year. The
spines are a lovely gingery brown, Approx. 13mm long at the apex, they are the
only" Tephro's " in my collection that droop 2/3 days after watering then
straighten up again with the next watering. One of my favourites.
T. pentlandll -My plant is similar but individual heads smaller - Perhaps a variety ?
T. Bulbteplnus -1 have a plant - T. robustior WO 163 which is the double of plant
no. 13. are these name synonymous ? I also have T. bolK/iensis which is very
similar to my T. pentlandii (see above) i.e. small heads etc. so I think there is
more work to be done on this one (ref. Alan Hills comments).
T. nlgrasplnus - isn't this a lovely plant I
T. minutes - Again I have an identical plant, identically named (apart from the 'e').
Incidentally it seems very close to Airampoa subcompressa, or is that another
story?
John Betteley - T. species ? - could this possibly be a variation of T. (Maihueniopsis)
vaginata ?
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Propagation from cuttings
I have had reasonable success with rooting offsets except the glomomeratus varieties.
I use about 80% gritty sand and 20% ordinary potting mix as I do with the other cacti. I
place the pots in a home made "propagator" made up from clear plastic meat trays this
conserves moisture and heat. Cuttings normally root in 3 - 4 weeks. I have tried growing
from seed with no success.

Cultivation
My plants are grown on a top shelf in the greenhouse under a light which is open all day.,
with the door open on hot days. I find they do require a lot of water in the growing season,
perhaps more so than other cacti, otherwise they tend to go flaccid. The only plant that has
flowered is T.Rossianus V. Fauxianus (which was wrongly labelled as pentlandii).

Quarterly Newsletter / Journal
I hope this will include the excellent material and photographs already circulated and I also
hope that our final goal will be a comprehensive pictorial guide to" Dwarf Opuntia's"

best wishes
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Alan Welsh

Nov. 94

General Comments
Financial:-1 have received the subscriptions from ten members so far (16-11-94). There
has been no expenditure as yet, so our funds stand at exactly £100. If there are any more
contributions to come, Please make haste to send them.
My post code was unfortunately misprinted in Rene's letter and should
be
GL11 SON and not BL11 SON.

Cultivation:- I have very few comments to make about cultivation this time. I have
discovered that a collection of Tephri grown out of doors can be very rapidly attacked by
slugs. A permanent ring of slug pellets around the plants kept them at bay after some initial
damage.
Propagation:- Cuttings taken using Joints shed by some of my plants during the winter all
rooted quite easily with very erratic treatment. Most were simply stuck into some gritty
compost and watered along with the rest of the collection. I have not tried any seed before
but have a small quantity which I am treating as suggested by Chris Holland in round three.
Comments on round three:- What I have seen so far from rounds two and three has
served more than anything else to underline how little I actually know about Tephrocacti. It
is clear that some members of the T.S.Q. are some way ahead of others such as myself
who have a fair of catching up to go.
T. articulatus:-1 agree that it is necessary to have a system of nomenclature for all the
different forms of T. articulatus available in cultivation, however I believe that if we attempt
at this stage to erect varieties we may well find ourselves overtaken by events and have to
start renaming our plants yet again. I think that as soon as possible specimens of each of
the recognised forms should be propagated and distributed as part of the reference plant
system. Each plant will then have a permanent number which will not be subjected to
changes and other confusion. As information becomes available it should give us a better
understanding of how the forms relate to each other and enable us to judge the status of
them more confidently.
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Reference Plants
I believe this is an excellent idea and should be expanded as quickly as is reasonable.
When someone refers to a particular plant it will be nice to know exactly what they are
talking about.

In answer to the two queries by Alan Hill in round three:1) Inermis / Strobiliformis.
Having now seen specimens of both the' growing point' type and the' non - growing point
' type, there appears to be a definite difference between them, very interesting to say the
least. I wonder if the' growing point' type could be simply be a plant which has remained in
the juvenile stage (neoteny) rather than a separate species.

2) Paediophila / Articulate V. polyacanthus.
I think perhaps more information on distribution , etc., and possible existence of
intermediates is required before a decision can be made on this question. To my
inexperienced eye there are obvious differences in the appearance of the spines between
ptwdtophita and articutatus but other wise the plant* are very simitar indeed.
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Spencer Reynolds
Cultivation Notes
I have grown Tephrocactus and other members of the Opuntia group since 1989 and
during that time I have managed to steadily build up a fair collection of plants from variety
of sources. Most of plants have been grown from cuttings, although I do have a M
glomerate germinated by a friend from Kohre's seed and a couple of cylindropuntias which
I have managed to germinate myself from Whitstone seed. All my cuttings, Tephro's,
Opuntia's, Austo's, Ptero's, Cylindro's the lot get the same treatment. I have a seed tray
which is filled with two layer compost; the bottom layer, which half fills the tray , is my
normal gritty compost of 75% John Innes no. 3, 25% potting compost gritted up according
to the plants to be potted; the top layer is a mixture of Cornish grit and silver sand. The
cuttings are pushed into the top layer and checked every week or so for signs of rooting.
The tray is watered every so often during the Spring and Summer, the bottom layer retains
the moisture and the top layer keeps the base of the cutting just far enough away from the
moisture to make it 'reach' for it. I never lose faith when trying to root an Opuntia cutting, I
have known T. articulatus cuttings to take two and a half years to root I
I grow all my cacti in a twelve by eight foot unheated Aluminium and glass green house
which during the summer also houses tomatoes and green pepper plants. The green house
is pretty draughty so providing sufficient ventilation is never realty too much of a problem
although in Summer I do often have to open all the windows I can keep the temperature
down. I have found at high temperatures Opuntias dehydrate quite quickly, and if left in hot
direct sun without sufficient water they will lose the chlorophyll from the epidermis of older
stems leaving sickly , shrivelled soil level joints on an otherwise healthy plant . I tend to
water my Opuntias once a week at least in the Summer and when they look like they need
it at other times of the year. At the start of the year I never water an Opuntia until it has
shown signs of fresh growth, this prevents any squashy deaths due to sudden chills in the
spring nights. I haven't yet managed to kill an Opuntia by leaving it in the cold. Although I
do move some species, i.e. those used to Brazilian winters onto a window sill above a
radiator in the house, just in case.
Well I hope you find this and my future contributions interesting, please feel free to
correspond at any time as long as I am home, I can be a bit tricky to get hold of, especially
at weekends. I am interested in all Opuntias, especially Maihueniopsis, Tephrocactus and
Rerocactus.
Happy Growing
yours
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W.G.Geisster
Kingston road,
Slimbndge,
The following is a translation of an extract from the German Study Group which I think is of
relevance to us. Hans-Peter Thomas who has travelled several times in South America
warns us to be careful not to fall into the trap by digging too deeply into the botanic system
before we have learned more about the plants. I feel he illustrates this clearly and say
* We must take care not to get into systematic ' brainstorming1 that other Study Groups
have engaged in which has made them a laughing-stock. I would like to find through the
veil of Vie system too but must come back to earth at some point or other. We must first try
and ascribe plants to 'Form Groups' although we have been able to recognise some plants
by studying up to now published documentation and we should be happy with that for now.
It is understandable that some members may wish to have a label tor every plant and
would like to be convinced that they have this that or other plant in their collection. This
would be collecting labels rather titan plants. Many times when I am asked to name a plant,
I have to say that often it is extremely difficult to be certain that what I am looking at is a
certain plant. It could be one of many in a group. This is what I would have to say if I am
truthful or I may be laughed at
We have the chance to gather Tephro's and those plants that belong to that group, to study
them closely and grow them. The technical possibilities and methods of today give us the
opportunity to do this. Alas, we need patience and co-operation from many sources to
make some advance. We also need a measure of thoroughness and humility to proceed.
We can use this chance and in time gain a wealth of knowledge which was not available to
Ritter, Backeberg, Leighton-Boyce and others before. Than and only than can we reach
some sort of conclusion. For this we need not only fantasy, systems, photo's and text from
previous authors but a bit of patience as well to study the subject. The latter needs
particular attention and above all time before we can make the big pronouncement about
plants who's habitet is thousands of mHes away. "
I personally would concur with these remarks and am convinced that jumping to
conclusions to early is dangerous. We need a lot more plant material for comparisons. Well
grown, adult plants of flowering seize are absolutely essential to study each plant
characteristics property. We must also remember to take the utmost care with descriptions
by the various authors as they can vary from author to author according to the particular
plant or done described, which may not match the one we have in front of us. Also in most
cases Botanists may have described plants from material propagated (grafted) long after it
had been sent back from habitat and thus somewhat out of character.
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W.G. Geisler

General Comments
to matters raised in Round 3
A Hill: I was very interested in your comments about naming of plants. The problem has
beset many people since Pfeiffer, Lemaire and others since. As you quite rightly said,- that
most plants were studied and named from material send back by field-collectors. Botanists
studying and naming this material probably never visited habitat and saw the diversity
where the plants actually grew. Only Ritter and one or two others travelled later and redescribed some of the plants in habitat and so adding even more to the confusion already
created and existing from earlier works of Backeberg and others.
We have to accept that Botanists like Backeberg have in writing five volumes of the
Cactaceae, not been able to study all the plants included in such a work. No doubt he has
had to draw on descriptions by others before him, who were even thinking along different
lines and have described variations of the plant and came up with different names.
Ideally, what would help us if some Botanist had studied solely the Opuntia Group as a
whole. Be he " lumper "or" splitter" would not have mattered as long he came up with a
comprehensive work on the genus. That is why I lay more store in someone like Roberto
Kiesling who limits himself to visiting and studying plants in their habitat although his
studies are confined to Argentina.
The German Study Group has discussed this problem of naming plants many times and no
doubt it will go on for a long time yet. (see my translation from the German ATG). For the
time being they have taken the decision, that if a member mentions a name of particular
plant, the name must be qualified suffixing the name in brackets e.g. (Ritter, Backeberg,
Kiesling etc.), for example Opuntia ignescens(Vaupel). This entails a little trouble in looking
up the originator, but it saves confusion. I guess this may be a little difficult to ask our
members to do so, or no one would write anything.
To your plea I must agree.- Just because we had T. Articulatus under discussion once, the
subject is not closed by any means. We must never close our eyes and minds to any new
angle that may emerge. This is what after all the word "study" means. Any new findings are
welcome, particularly as our plants become more adult and show the true characteristics
and we learn more about them. Our discussions will be helped if we establish enough TSG
numbered plants so that we can all discuss the same plant under different growing
conditions.
Chris: Yes, I too saw the plant at the National Show labelled "Aubtrocactus gracilis" and
concur that it was indeed Pterocactus australis (I have several clones of it). The judges did
not spot it either though that it was in the wrong class.
I am impressed by your seed raising successes and follow you comments with great
interest. I spotted a very interesting article on the habitat of Opuntia ignescens (Vaupel)
from Chile, where the day and night time temperatures over the whole year were given as
well as the below one below soil level. If any one is interested I would make an effort to
translate the article.
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Warren: Pleased to see that you have included some very good photographs in Round 3,
but have my doubts whether your WW 1556 is T. alexanderi. It looks more like T.
pediophyllus (hossei).
Alan Welsh: Appreciate your comments on R. Kielslings classification. As our plants get
bigger, the differences between Tephrocacti and Maihueniopsis will I hope become more
clear. We have a long way to go in our studies! To your Photo's I can now tell you my
W6.095 is positively not a Tephro, but probably an Airampoa.
Alan Hill ( part 2) Your comment on Alan Welsh's remarks on field study raised my
eyebrows. Field study might be able to help us forward in our understanding of the diversity
and plethora of clones, but would I think be of little value to compare plants illustrated and
described in publications, with plants in habitat. A whole library would be needed in the field
and even than one could not be sure that a plant growing before us, is the one described in
the book. This has been confirmed by many who have travelled in habitat where they find
themselves not at all keen to name a plant apart from ascribing it perhaps to a broad group
unless tt is an unmistakable species as for instance T. mollinensis that may be easily
recognised.
For myself I leave the argument of naming to the Botanists and as in most cases they are
unable to agree among themselves, I am for the time being to grow the plants until we
know a lot more about them. All will hopefully become much clearer as we grow, study and
learn by comparing and eliminating. After all, there are a good number of plants we can
have positive identifying marks and most of us will recognise Puna (Tephro. ) subterrania,
P. clavanoides, T. nigrispinus. T. weberi, etc.etc It will only become possible to come to
firm conclusions and argue about names for some of the more diverse plant material, when
we have enough adult plants to compare, otherwise we battle with too much theory and go
in circles. Let us talk about the plants we know to be named correctly and work on from
there. I have by now quite a number of reference plants from the German S.C.
I hear what you say Alan, but as far as I am concerned, I would not comment unless I had
something positive to add. For comment read " I don't know "I
Articulatus variations: I am not sure how we are going to solve this problem at this stage.
Only filed study could help. I have mentioned your point to Klaus, but these things take time
so we need to be patient. Alan you have already gone to town and did a lot of research
which will come in handy as we make progress.
Tony: I do like your drawing of the T. minutus. Is that your own handy work? Could you
please design a simple cover for our Rounds? It would be very nice to have a different
Tephro. or M&ihueniopsis for each yearl I am sorry to hear of you mishap with your
greenhouse, hope you are back on course by now.
John Arnold: As this is the first time I would like to extend a hearty "Welcome" to John. I
know you are an enthusiastic Cacti Grower no doubt we will hear a lot more of you I
Lastly, I would like to throw up a question) How many of you are interested in Pterocacti ? I
think I have most of basic ones without the varieties of course. I think at the moment there
are nine in all and they make a very interesting group of plants. R. kunzii of course flowers
very freely, but some of the others like R. valentinii has flowered for me for the first time
and must admit I was very impressed. These are not Tephro's, but in the Optuntia group.
Look forward to the next round!
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T S G STUDY GROUP
Volume 1, No.2
Sorry for the delay of this issue which was largely due to a lack of contributions.
Please allow me to remind old and new members of a few matters that will make us run
smoothly:
1. If you have not sent your subscription of £10.00 to ALAN WELSH,
2.

Please sent your next contribution for the next issue as soon as you have read
this, rather than saying "I'll do it later". Please remember it was agreed to have
two sections:
a.
General comments, queries and observations or new plants you
have acquired etc.
b. A specific subjects (The first three Nos. will be "Cultivation &
Propagation).
Please keep each section to a separate sheet(s) so that it is easier to duplicate.
Also please type or write legibly! 1 1 Use only A4 paper on one side only. Don't
forget to add your name to each page. The page numbers will be added by the
Editor.
Photographs must be submitted In "Negative Form" to make copying less
expensive! Negatives must be in strip form, uncut or they can not be copied, but
indicate the number on the neg. you wish to show.

3.

Please send your contributions to: W.G.GEISSLER, KINGSTON ROAD,
SLIMBRIDGE, GLOS. GL2 7BW As soon as possible.

4.

The next open day is provisionally fixed for the first Sunday in August 1995 here
at Simbridge, unless we have any other volunteer. So please make a note now of
the date. 6.Aua. 1995

5.

Let us have your suggestions for the next specific subject you would like to
discuss.

6.

This is your TSG., so lets have your suggestions. Above all it is your contribution
that will help to bring the whole group alive.

Thank you to those who have already contributed and those that are about to. Perhaps
some one can even write an article for the BOSS Journal too. It all helps to widen the
interest.
If you know of anyone who would like to join us in the TSG so much the better. It will help to
cut our costs!
W.G. Geissler
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W.G. Geissler

More Comments on Admin Matters
Some of you have made a few very good suggestions and I am particularly grateful to Alan
Hill for his request to number the pages.
Yes, I think it is a very good idea to number the pages consecutively for each year and call
this the first "New Format Vol.1". If you still have the first of the NEW ISSUE as you
received it, will you please number the sheets from 1 to 21 and this issue will be numbered
from 22. ... onwards. So for future contributions, please do not number the pages, but
keep them in order when you send them in, so that our editor can number them all
consecutively. This will enable us in future to refer to vol. and pages for any comments to
the content of a particular article.
Next Open Day here at Slimbridge, on the 6th August 95. Would you please let me
know as soon as possible whether you will be able to attend or not, so that I can make
arrangements for refreshments.
Reference Plants
Can I stress how important it appears to me that we should increase the distribution and
establishment of reference pants under TSG. numbers so that as we discuss plants, we are
all talking about the some plant (clone), so that no confusion can occur. We all, I hope
recognise how different a plant can behave under different conditions of cultivation e.g
ability to flower etc.
Can I therefore appeal to all members to try and offer cuttings of at least two plants each at
the next One-Day-Meeting to other members present, as long as such plants are
sufficiently different to already existing as reference plants. This will help us to build up a
number of reference plants over future years. Please take care to follow the guide-lines set
out for reference plants in the last issue. Above all, it is very important to keep reference
plants clearly labeled as such with the Ref. No., so that no confusion can occur.
Lastly can I stress please, how important it is that everyone contributes their knowledge
and comment in an active way! We can not make good progress unless everyone takes an
active part. Even little crumbs do contribute and help to advance our collective knowledge.
Some of the comments may seem trivial, but they will all help hopefully, to put together a
jigsaw in the end.
We need your help by writing, providing photographs, sketches, drawings, experience in
cultivation, seed-raising, digging-up old articles, habitat data etc. etc.
Can someone produce a simple pen drawing which we could use as a front cover for future
issues???
And - recruit another active member if you can!
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Dave Eduards
29, SouthfieW Drive
North Ferriby
North HumberskJe
NU14 3DU

Dear Members,
In response to your urgent request here it goes:All my Tephrocacti are occupying an Access Cold Frame which is facing south. I have
about 35 different plants of a broad spectrum, which I would include in the Tephrocacti.
I live at sea level and they get maximum sunlight As my plants are nearly all fairly young I
have not seen any flowers but the spination is first-rate. Fairly soon most will be repotted
with extreme care.
My potting medium for most Cacti has been pure grit for the last 3 years. I do feed most
waterings, which in the season is at least once a week.
After reading about Maihuenia poeppegii a year or so back, I give it a drench now and than
through the Winter.
Looking forward to the Spring and hope the plants keep healthy, grow and as a bonus
flower.
Dave Eduards
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A Hill

CULTIVATION.
Some comments on the first issue of the new format or should I refer to it as Round 4?
There could be some confusion with back referencing after later issues unless we agree a
common policy. Whilst on the topic I suggest that if every page in each issue was
consecutively numbered it would help with future reference.
Geoff.
Two thoughts spring to mind concerning the germination of seed on 27th
September. In the southern hemisphere outside the Tropics September will be in the Spring
season and therefore the normal month for seed germination if the rainfall is suitable. Also
some seed germination is dependent upon the length of daylight/darkness; the third and
ninth months are therefore very similar for seeds. I have read somewhere that there is a
cycle in seed dormancy: deep dormancy is followed by a period when the seed might
germinate followed by deep dormancy again etc. The secret of success therefore is to plant
the seed in its 'light sleep* stage, to break the cycle in some way or to plant the seed and
keep in such conditions that it can germinate eventually at the right time of its cycle. I have
not had much success with Opuntia seed. I have tried breaking the dormancy by cutting the
testa (the outer coat) to allow moisture to enter but it did not work When I examined the
seed after several weeks I found that the testa was empty which suggests the seed had
rotted. However I know someone who has great success with this method! Scarifying is
supposed to break the dormancy. I believe that Alan Walsh has had great success with
Sderocactus seed with this method and possibly could give us some tips which we can
transfer to Tephrocactus seed. Chris Holland's method is apparently a very successful one
copying nature and involving scarifying by natural means.
Rene I agree with Rene that ventilation is important and have found an improvement in
all my cacti since I installed computer fans which run continuously in my greenhouses. I
have not yet taken the big step to do totally without heat, even in my Access frame. I have a
query about Rene's frame management of leaving the four comers open. If one does this
doesn't the rain penetrate in winter providing some unwanted moisture and snow drift in
doing the same?. Also is there not some problems with strong winds which could blow out
the glass?
Rene mentions a cutting flowering after one year. I have had this happen on a single pad I
took off an Opuntia but the plant did not flower the following year. Cuttings normally revert
to an immature state as far as flowering is concerned. The flower bud on my cutting had
obviously begun to form on the mature plant before I cut off the pad to make a cutting. Did
your T. articulatus v. oligacanthus flower the next year? There is an easily flowered clone in
distribution.
If one has only one plant of a species in flower and seed is desired it is well worth hand
pollinating it with pollen from any other plant. Any resultant seed will look like pure seed
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because the seed takes its physical appearance from the Mother plant. The seed when it
germinates might produce a hybrid plant or be a pure reproduction of the Mother. The
reason for all this is that a self sterile plant cannot fertilise itself for a variety of reasons
connected with the chemical blocking of the pollen 'root tube' growing down to the ovary
and reaching the ovules. The first barrier is the prevention of the pollen germinating on the
stigma lobe. If foreign pollen is placed on the stigma tt is possible that pollen from the self
sterile plant, placed on its own stigma lobe, might be able to germinate. Whether it can
then penetrate into the lobe, grow down the style, penetrate the ovary and the ovules
depends on whether it comes across an impenetrable barrier at any stage. It should be
remembered that each pollen grain fertilises only one ovule so the contents of an ovary can
consist of seeds from different Fathers. Thus by using the above method you could have
pure and hybrid seed. I do not know what would be the range of plants to trigger
Tephrocactus seed but with other cacti it has been reported that you do not have to use the
same genus. If this is the case I think that the use of a different genus which will act as a
trigger will paradoxically increase the chance of obtaining pure seed. Astrophytum and
Chamaecereus silvestrii pollen is reported to be good triggers. Perhaps someone would
like to do some experimenting.
Spencer. You comment that T. articulatus cuttings can take up to two and a half years to
root. I have found it is easier to root them by planting them at an angle of about forty five
degrees so that at least one arede is well under the surface of the compost. The reason for
this is that the roots grow from the areoles To plant the cutting deeply and vertically to
ensure that many of the areoles are in contact might lead to rotting. To copy nature and
plant it horizontally as though it had fallen off a plant leads to a badly shaped plant in a pot.
Hence the compromise. When rooted the cutting can be planted in a more upright position.
Whenever I plant any cactus cutting I always cut off the lower spines to ensure that the
segment will be in good contact with the compost. I actually do the trimming when I take the
cutting off the plant so that all surfaces have a chance to dry well before planting.
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Comments on Round 4/ first Issue New Format
TSG REFERENCE PLANTS -Rene please will you explain the "source sub section details
of TSG1? According to the key the name under which the plant was originally obtained is
on line three. Why is T. pentlandii (original) mentioned? Which of the two named people
passed the material to you having received it from the other?
Comments off Chris.
T. BERTERI TJ16.- This was the subject of a discussion at The Chileans 1994 weekend.
Apparently Carlos Bertero of Turin collected some plants in Chile and these were given
names published by his friend Luigie Colla in 1833. One was Cactus berteri. In 1956
Backeberg published some new names of Tephrocacti and in 1958 Ritter rebutted some
of these claiming T kunreichianus.sphaerica and mirus were all T. berteri having seen the
plate published by Colla and "recognising" its Tephrocactoide features.
Bertero, writing about the plant, said that he could not count the tuberculea due to the
dense spination. Briton and Rose stated the name C. berteri was a synonym of Neoporteria
subgibbosa with which Kattemnan agrees, iliff has said that he has studied the
description of C. berteri and does not think it is an Opuntia A slide I saw of the Colla plate
showed a plant which to me did not look
like
an Opuntia but was a typically
damaged Neoporteria / Neochilenia with the bottom part of the body stripped of spines.

*•
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Tom Jenkins was following the Ritter naming of plants hence his initial field number list
showed TJ16 as T. berteri. The Chileans supplementary Field List Compendium shows
TJ16 as T.dimorphus. Like Chris I had wondered about the possibility of a link between
"berteri I in Mmchas, Chile and dimorphus in South Peru. The plants do look identical. I
have not had contact with A.Craig since he returned from the recent expedition to Chile and
Peru. I did ask him to try to find out if there was any distribution of T.dimorphus between
the two areas rather than the Minchas population being isolated. Incidentally Tom Jenkins
told me that he had come to the conclusion that he had brought back two separate
species/forms of "T berteri" under the same field number. I have recently received a cutting
of a TJ16 which the doner claims is very different from the TJ16 plants I have. Has anyone
found they posses two different forms?
T. blancii -Like Chris I do not know what Blancii is. All the plants I have seen with that
label have been "rossianus" in appearance as is the plant in the photograph. The name
appears to have been erected by Backeberg. In his Die Cactaceae he lists the name
T.blancii Backbg under his Tephrocactus section 1 Elongati (the same section as T.
floccosus, udonis and atroviridis) but the only other information he gives is that a synonym
is Opuntia blancii. He repeats the classification in his Lexicon and gives some details but
this is not the valid publication of the name. Does anyone know where that publication was
made? Iliff and Boyce do not mention the
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name. Incidentally another name I have sometimes seen on rossianus type plants is
'Vindis", a name I cannot find in any publication and suspect is an abbreviation of
"atroviridis". Has anyone any information on "viridis"?
T. minutus / mandragore Geraldene's GD.55.-The plant identified by Klaus Gilmer
as minutus did not come from Chris but originally looked like the cuttings he sent me. I say
"looked" because it changed in appearance last year as the segments grew larger and
there was not the proliferation of small segments that it used to produce. It also flowered
but unfortunately was at the back of a top shelf and I didn't have the chance to examine the
flower. I have a plant which looks similar and is labelled mandragora. The shape of the
segments and habit of the plant is very similar to minutus but it has never produced the
small segments so typically prevalent on the latter. The big difference is that the body of the
mandragora is blue. It now flowers every year so I hope to be able to compare the flowers
of the two plants this coming season.
T.articulatus v. calva -Chris asks what Lemaire said about this variety. At present all I
know is what I can extrapolate from Iliff and Boyce, P6819 as I thought I had made clear
by the way I wrote in Round 3. The two references to which Chris refers (quoting
Backeberg) are given in more detail on P100 of Iliff and Boyce. I shall probably obtain the
details in these two books (after all Lemaire is the founder of the genus Tephrocactus) but
it will take time. Iliff and Boyce make clear on P69 that Lemaire never made a definitive
description of calva and obviously did not publish a picture. Thus I don't expect any new
information. Meanwhile discussion can continue. I was trying to further this when I stated in
Round 3 that "I would suggest the words as quoted on P68/9 add weight to recognising our
Plant 1 as A. v. calva". I did not say it was. Also I added "if we are looking for forms to fit
descriptions" which is another topic for clarification between all of us and I think I have
made my position clear on that area.
BACKEBERQ.-I fully agree that just because Backeberg is wrong in one area it does not
mean that he is wrong in another. The point I was making is that he is not infallible and that
his work deserves the same scrutiny and testing we should give to every other author.
Even where he publishes a new name and provides a photograph there is still the check to
be made that it is not just a form of an already published species.
TJ61 .-Thank you very much Chris for confirming the suspicion that this is Cylindropuntia
tunicata. I had already realised that the KK plant was not Austrocylindropuntia
tephrocactoides and was the same species as TJ61 I presume the KK number is 443
which equals WG 226?

T. artlculatus / stroblliformis / Inermls / WG 082
Ignoring names there is no doubt that there are at least two forms of a spineless Articulatus
in cultivation. One is the more common segmented plant which sometimes elongates its
segments. The other has much longer segments. The two forms are the subject of an
article in the latest Chileans magazine No. 50 P91/5. I would be wrong to photostat the
article to enable members of the TSG to study it. If you are not a member of the Chileans
you can become one by contacting the Membership Secretary, Mrs G. Craig, 32, Forest
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Lane, Kirklevington, Yarm, TS15 9LY. Although Harry Middleditch quotes several
people to discuss the distribution and characteristics of the two types he writes that
only he appears to have noticed that the elongated form has a growing point.
To appreciate what Harry means one must understand his point that most Tephrocacti,
beyond the juvenile stage (with the exception he says of Weberii and subterraneus)
produce a new segment by it bursting already formed out of the body via an areole The
segment then grows but all the areoies of the new segment are already formed on the
newty emerged body. This growth is true of most T articulatus plants: the segments are
rounded at the top with no growing point. When I attended the TSG Sunday meeting in
19941 saw for the first time a nude form of articulatus which looked very different and found
it had growing points resulting in an elongated segmented plant. I hope Rene will not be
offended if I say that the photograph of WG082 does not clearly show the growing point
each segment possesses. A photograph looking downwards onto the top of the plant
would be required for that. Rene very kindly gave me a plant of this form and I hope it is a
form we will all grow and study in order to come to some conclusions about it.
The wildest far fetched notion would be that the possession of a growing point is to split it
from articulatus to become a new species and even cause it to be an Austrocyfindropuntia
following floccosa out of the Tephrocactus group sensu Lemaire. I am not advocating this.
I am very interested in Alan Welch's suggestion that it could be a form of articulatus which
has stabilised a juvenile characteristic (neoteny) resulting in a different looking type of
plant. This will not make it a new species but only a form. Changes in the growing point
causing untypical growth is' already recognised in some species by words such as
f.cristate or f.monstrose. Perhaps this plant will eventually become f.elongata A possible
comparison is to refer to Loxanthocereus sextonianus. On one hillside in habitat in Peru all
the plants have segments. On the opposite hillside all the plants grow with long stems. I
have examples of both types. The flowers, spination etc are identical. I am unaware of any
specific name to differentiate between them and have merely considered the segmented
form as verging towards monstrose.
There is another intriguing aspect about the two types of articulatus which we as a
group are unlikely to be able to solve:
which of the two is the older In evolutionary terms? One pointer is that seedlings, like
embryos, are supposed to reflect in their early stages of development traits of their
ancestors. Seedlings have growing points. This might point to all earlier adult
articulatus having growing points. On the other hand a seedling needs a growing point in
order to grow as I cannot envisage segments bursting out from a very small plant. What
might help is a chromosome count. If the two types have the same number then K would
not help us. If one has more than the other (i.e. if one is standard and one is potyploid)
then the one with the more chromosomes is the more developed and is the younger.
Does anyone know of any detail of chromosome counts in any Tephrocacti?
WQ.125. T.ARTICULATUS V. TURPINII?
There have already been a number of comments upon this plant. I commented in Round 3
P4 (it is the subject of Photo 1 at the 1993 TSG meeting, provisionally given the name
v. catva?), Chris commented on P2/3 and I made additional comments in my second part
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A Hill

of Round 3 P1/2. Martyn made a comment in Round 4/New Format 1. Chris made a
comment in the same Round P2/3 and I have made a comment in reply earlier in this
contribution under T.articulatus V. calva. I will be interested in reading more comments
about the plant.

T. rosslanus v. fauxlanus.
Martyn comments that his plant came wrongly labelled as pentlandii. Backeberg did treat
rossianus and fauxiana as varieties of pentlandii. When we discuss this group of plants
we should discuss how valid this is.

Qpuntla ianescens (vaupeh.
I would be very interested in reading the article quoted by Rene.

Field Study.
I cannot understand why Rene states on P2 of his general comments in Round 4 that his
eyebrows were raised by my comment on Alan Welsh's remarks on field study. I cannot
relate the comments made by Rene to that section. I have never suggested any where
something which would take a whole library into the field. What I believe is that because of
the wide variation of articulatus in the wild it will not be difficult to find in habitat an example
of a plant looking like each named form if we could persuade someone to look and we
wished to have the (futile?) exercise carried out. That would not take much reference
literature. However, I would not expect to hear of specific areas solely for one particular
form and I would expect a wide variation of intergrades between the "standard"
named forms. In fact it appears to me that the confused mixture of forms of plants in
cultivation represents the mixture in the wild. I believe that field study would help forward
our understanding of the diversity and plethora of forms amongst an interbreeding
population. The distribution of clones is another matter. The diversity of clones surely
only stems from the diversity of the plants which have reproduced themselves
vegetatively However, as I stated in an earlier Round a dominant clone in a particular
area can confuse the issue of diversity just as it can in cultivation by giving an impression
of uniformity.

Hans-Peter Thomas.
I could not agree more with the views expressed. I have discussed certain genera of plants
with various "experts" over the years and have noticed how many who have studied their
speciality deeply refer to "groups" rather than specific names. I also agree with the
comments made by Rene on the same page. However, Hans-Peter does refer to "text from
previous authors". The German S.G. must have studied the literature to have correctly
named reference plants. Discussion on the literature needs to continue side by side with
growing the plants and studying them. We cannot make much progress by simply
growing the plants and leam by comparing and eliminating. Compare what? One
cultivated plant against another? They could be the same clone. Simply grouping a number
of plants together will not make much progress. Looking at the labels which come with the
plants will not help. How much can one rely on what is written on a label? Yes there are
some plants which we can easily recognise. We can exchange material and develop
some beautiful collections. We can contribute to knowledge on growing/propagating
plants. However, we need to consider the literature and test it against the plants.
Otherwise our TSG will not be studying all aspects of the Tephrocactus group sensu
Lemaire but will just be specialist growers.
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24.2.95

111 Parklands Road,
CHICHESTER,
W. Sussex,
P019 3DY

Dear Rene,
T.S.G. March 1995 Issue
I wonder if members have any ideas on the following problem
which I encountered last year. My Tephrocactus articulatus grew two new offsets at
the top but one morning I entered the greenhouse to find one of these on the shelf,
apparently having been pushed off by the swelling of the larger offset.

Even stranger is what happened to my plants of
Austrocytyndmpuntia verschaffettii and Tephnocatus nigrispinus. Both produced
many small offsets during the year but towards the end of the summer they shed
nearly all of them. In the case of A.verscha/fii I found about a dozen lying around the
plant one morning. There had been no outside disturbance and the plants were kept
well watered. Is this some natural means of distribution ? I have lost no more during
the winter.

All my plants seem to have survived the very mild winter although
some are looking decidedly flaccid! Sooty mould seems to be a problem - has
anyone got a foolproof cure for this. I have tried Benlate with little success.

I have had no success in obtaining a copy of the Leighton-Boyce
booklet, does any member know where I might obtain one? (I know ifs out of date
but it would still be interesting). Finally how do I obtain a cutting each of the two
plants already distributed, TSG. 1 & TSG.2?

Best

wishes and
good
growing,
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Spencer Reynolds
COMMENTS
Blancll - All I can find on the name blancii is that it was originaly described as
Tephrocactcus blancii by Backeberg in 1956 and was subsequently transfered to
Opuntia by Rowley in 1958, and is always listed in text books as an Austrocylindropuntia of
the floccosa group, all but one of the plants I have seen labeled blancii have been a form
of rossiana with dark green, smooth, "lop sided" joints and curved brown spines as
opposed to rossiana's lighter green, rough joints and straight yellow spines. The
exception to the rule is Rene's WG435 which is obviously an Austrocylindropuntia, and if
you're wondering what I mean by lop sided, I mean shorter one side of the joint than the
other.
Vlridls - I can find no references to an Opuntia viridis either Alan.
Inermls - Alan Welch's theory that the "growing point" inermis WG082 is an example of
neoteny is very interesting, I am trying to find out as much as possible on the subject to see
if it is applicable to WG082. Do forms of species (e.g. fa. monstrosa) require formal
description ? If not, the fa. elongate Alan Hill suggests is a very appropriate and much
easier handle to use than "the growing point inermis".
Mould* - I am reliably informed that weak fairy liquid solution in a spray bottle and a
soft toothbrush work wonders against sooty mould on Ferocacti, so why not Tephro's ? I
have also heard that leaving plants outside all day during the summer helps reduce
sooty mould, probably something to do with better ventilation.
Joint Shedding - I have also found that verschaffeldtii tends to go to pieces during the
Winter along with one of my articulate V. oligacanthas. In both cases this seems to be a
deliberate act on the case of the plant. Most of the joints shed by vers. seem to be the
small sphaerical ones, ideal for distribution by outside forces, indeed I found umpteen of
the flaming things rooted in the vacinity when I cleared the greenhouse out last month. If
joints are removed from vers. or articulatus the inter-joint connection at the base of
the joint is seen to be green, whereas if the joint is shed the connection is seen to
be black, indicating the joint has been cut off from the plants sap supply with the intention
of shedding it, whether this is asexual reproduction or decreasing energy
consumption I don't know, as to the question "does it happen in the wild " there is a
photo of inermis on pg. 286 of Innes & Glass clearly showing shed joints lying around.
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Reference Plants - I would like to know all the background on the first two reference
plants, especially original source and any suggested names.
Pots - I have seen some very deep B.E.F. square pots in other peoples collections and I
would love to get hold of some to grow Pterocacti in. If anyone knows of a supplier I would
be grateful.
Flowers - I don't have many plants in bud yet this year but I do have one on 0.
glomerata SRN182d and at least six on O. microsphaericus SRN42a
The Grail - I think "A complete guide to dwarf Opuntias" should be our goal as a study
group and the best way to go about it is to pick a species or group of species every two
rounds or so for discussion with the idea of creating a T.S.Q. approved" description with
illustrations for each known species. The ultimate would be to have photos of each species
in the wild as well as cultivation, but photos of wild plants donl take themselves, and a
reader of our guide will always find photos of cultivated plants a more useful comparison
for naming his own plants. I am preparing a list of names which are appropriate for the
study group. Rene suggests the best starting point is the true Tephrocacti; articulate
and varieties, aoracantha, alexanderi, bruchii, molinensis, paediophila, weberi,
halophila, geometries etc., and I think the sooner we start, the better.
Members - The following is a list of fully paid up members;
Martyn Collinson , Chichester
Geraldene Dyson , Accrington
Geoff Gillham , Conton
Alan Weadon , Abbots Leigh
Alan Hill, Sheffield
Alan Welsh , Cambridge

Rene Geissler, Slimbridge
Spencer Reynolds , Coventry
Chris Holland , Lttcham
Dave Eduards, North Ferriby
Keith Grantham, Luton
Tony Higuera , Churchvillage

Best wishes and good growing,
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Date: 28" April 1995
W.G.Geissler

CUL T I VAT I ON
I know some of you have expressed whether we should discuss cultivation at all and
whether it has anything to do with the study of Tephrocactl. In my humble opinion ft has,
because it would be difficult to study the plants if we are unable to grow them well. We all
know that plants look and behave differently under varying conditions Some of the plants I
have had for quite a few years now, are beginning to show quite different characteristics
than they did when they were young growth. In fact they could have been mistaken for quite
different plants if one could have seen them together.
You may have gained the impression from my contribution in the last issue that I don't have
any problems with cultivation. This is far from the truth, because if we are honest we all
have some failure at some time or another that can remain unanswered unless we can
discuss it and try and find a solution.
It is true that my plants have benefited from over-wintering in my cold-frame, but there is
always another snag cropping up that one would like to crack. Almost every year there is
just one plant or two of the articulatus type that will fall apart in a heap of joints, as Martyn
Collinson also remarks. To me this has happened several times with plants in the
greenhouse and also in the cold-frame, the reason for this remains unexplained as it
seems to be a different plants each time.
Wouldn't it be wonderful if we could find the answer to this problem? It does not happen to
all plants in the articulatus group, but somehow I feel that some varieties are more
susceptible to do this then others. Over the years I have tried almost everything I could
think of to solve this. Kept the plants totally dry, because this is advised by some experts,
or slightly moist, even in winter, but it has not solved the problem either way. May be it has
something to do with the root system of the pant and too shallow a pot will cause the plant
to dry out too much, not allowing the plant to obtain some residual moisture it may get in
habitat? Or does this happen to plants grown from cuttings unable to form a tap root? Or do
plants shed some of the growth in habitat too, perhaps to conserve moisture? This
incidentally seems also to be a common problem with T. nigrispinus, but here it does not
have any ill effects and the plants quickly make new growth and even flower. With
Rerocacti this seems to be a natural phenomenon, whereby they loose most if not all the
top growth and it is this new growth that goes on to flower in the same season. Is this what
happens to the T. Articulatus group too?
Is there anyone that can throw some light on this problem, or know of someone who has
been to the habitat areas during the Winter time and can confirm or deny that it happens
there too?
Another problem Martyn Collinson has mentioned is the "sooty mould" which may appear
on some plants. Hopefully I have found the answer to this one. Indeed I have had the same
happen to my plants I had previously kept in the greenhouse. However I found that this did
not
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occur in the well ventilated cold frame outside. So I have come to the conclusion that the
mould will form only in an unventilated greenhouse where the temperature is also
somewhat higher. In a greenhouse where we tend to grow the more tender plants, we may
be more concerned with conserving heat than ventilating. The soot also occurs on
Ferocacti and the problem is similar where ventilation and hardening them in Summer by
putting them in the rain and sunshine will often cure it. Sometimes the installation of a fan
or two will also help. I have tried Benlate too without any success whatsoever.
I would be interested to hear other comments on this tool
Yes Martyn, the same thing happened to me too with a A. verschaffeltii when most of the
top-growth fell off in my cold-frame, but I have had the best flowers ever on this plant last
Summer. It does not seem to have any ill effect on the plant at all. Another puzzle and I
would be interested if this happens in habitat too, as I suspect it does. Somehow plants
seem to have the ability to compensate for adverse conditions when they occur.
Another matter which puzzles mel- Puna (T.) subterrania is usually reported to have either
single heads, or at most three or four heads in habitat and is quite difficult to find. In
cultivation however this plant can reach enormous proportions and forms quite a large
dome. My plant is now in a quite deep 15'~ pot and is now already overhanging the sides
so it will have to go in an much larger one. It flowers unbelievably well and on the first flush
last year I counted 36 flowers and when it flowered the second time in the late Summer
with another 22 flowers. It loves the cold-frame and has so many heads now that it is
impossible to count them, but it must be well over a hundred. For some reason or other I
have not been able to set seed on this plant as yet. I hope to be able to distribute cuttings
of this plant at our One-Day-Meeting later this year.
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W.G.Geissler
Dear Tephro Fans,
No doubt your plants have att survived the mild Winter satisfactorily and they are beginning
to show sings of life. I would be very interested if any member has had some success with
flowers this year, because it is always interesting if some one has been able to coax a
plants to perform that I have had no success with up until now.
It is stUI to early for the Tephrocati to show any buds, but the first Platyopuntia's are
producing their first show. Corynopuntia's need watering much earlier to make them flower
and some of mine are just about to burst their buds now (1*. May). Last year one of them
CORYNOPUNTIA CLAVATA flowered twice and something that I have never seen, did
occur. One produced the first flower and faded in due course to make, what I thought was a
seed pod and than the next flower appeared though this and formed what I can only
describe like a chain,- one flower through the other. I wonder if any one has noticed a
similar occurrence on their plants.
PTEROCACTUS AUSTRAUS will be flowering for me for the first time this year and so far
three buds are getting larger and larger and I hope to take a photograph if the weather is
good and they open. Last year P. GONJANII flowered with a very large and striking flower
which was an iridescent reddish-brown brown colour, going to a shimmering gold at outer
edge of the petals and the flower lasted over a week. It than went to what I thought was a
seed pod and it is still there although I dont expect any seed as there was nothing to cross
pollinate the flower, but I dont have the heart yet to remove it.
A lot of the Maihueniopsis are beginning to show their usual little tufts of bristles which
indicates that there should be tots of flower this year again. Last year MAIHUENIOPSIS
ROSSIANA V.FUAUXIANA flowered twice, the first time with 36 flowers and than at the
end of August again with 23. The same was the case with the PUNA SUBTERRANIA,
which is now almost my oldest plant 10* - 12* pot, it too flowered twice. Alas,
MAIHUENIOPSIS BOLIVIAN A in an even larger pot has yet to make a move. It will get no
water until it does.
MAIHUENIA POEPEGIA is also looking rather well this year and from now on I am hoping
that it will increase in seize in the coming years and who knows in time it might even flower.
It does enjoy cold Winters and liberal waterings at least one a month, no matter how cold it
is.
AIRAMPOA'S have all flowered well last year and I am hoping for even better things this
year. They will not be repotted this year and they will have to suffer the sun to really
produce a good show of flowers again.
So I wish you all an enjoyable, if not prickly growing season.
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Further comments on T. strobiliformis (Berg.) Backbg.1035(or inermis (Speg ] Backbg.
1953)
This problem has been discussed in several rounds of the TSG and I wonder if any
purpose is served by considering what Rrtter has to say on the subject. So just to put a little
more fuel on the fire, I am giving below a translation from Ritters " Kakteen in Sued
Amerika" vol.2, p.394, in which he asserts that T. STROBILIFORMIS should be regarded
as a separate species from T. ART1CULATUS. Unfortunately he does not say anything
about the continuing growing point, but he concedes that there are two forms: one form with
rather long joints growing almost small tree-like, and the other with shorter joints and lower
growing in two different locations.
TRANSLATION
TEPHROCACTUS STROBIUFORMIS (Berg.) Backbg. 1935
syn. OPUNTIA STROBIUFORMIS BERGER 1929.
syn. OPUNTIA DIADEMATA (LEM.) VAR. INERMIS SPEG. 1905.
syn. TEPHROCACTUS ARTICULATUS VAR. INERMIS (SPEG.) BACKBG. 1953.
It can not be assumed that this Is a variety of TEPHR. ARTICULATUS as usually
the case, but as BERGER recognised, as an independent type. Near MEN DOSA
one can find this type with TEPHR. ARTICULATUS in large numbers among one
another, but each retaining their typical habit without inter-breeding. Also near the
town CATAMARCA, I saw both types growing closely together and near the town
LA RIOJA grows a form of TEPHR. ARTICULATUS which resembles a short
Jointed variety of TEPHR.
STROBILIFORMIS, together with
TEPHR.
ARTICULATUS. In very typical forms on can find TEPHR. STOBILIFORMIS and
also TEPHR. ARTICULATUR together near CHILECITO. The plant forms erect
almost like small trees up to 1/2m high, whereby the joints are set chain-like
above one another. These are 3cm thick and from 10 to over 20cm long, blueish
Grey-green. The special difference compared to TEPHR. ARTICULATUS, are
the particularly closer areols, which are without spines with the type variety. The
flower so far not yet described; the pyrianth, petals and corolla are white. Somewhat
less typical and a Itttte nearer to those of TEPHR. ARTICULATUS, without
however hybridising with the forms of MENDOZA; the joints are 3-4 cm thick and
6-ffcm long and in seldom cases have a papery spine at the top. From this area is
the flowering example (Fkj.256). Still a little nearer to TEPHR. ARTICULATUS are
the plants from SERREZUELA (Pro. CORDOBA) and the town LA RIOJA; these
however have almost the typical forms of small trees, the segments are mostly
spineless, although occasionally the upper most segment may have a very fiat 12cm long and 1-2mm broad parchment-like spine, from the base sharpened,
upwards to a point; grey, the glochids are blackish-brown as with the type species
(with TEPHR. ARTICULATUS red-brown); the fruit is about 17mm long and 12mm
thick, spineless (by TEPHR. ARTICULTUS ca. 2Omm long and 17mm thick); the
seeds have a rough surface; the aril-band is surrounded by a tyre-like flange
which is
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hardly noticeable. Still nearer the typical TEPHR. ARTICULATUS is the unnamed
variety from the province SAN LUIS, which is mentioned above as
TEPHR. ARTICULATUS.
One can follow here, from this still not so typical form of TEPHR. ARTICULATUS
from the border region of SAN LUIS, one type with elongated and tree-like growth
separated (STOBILIFORMIS- forms of SERREZUELA). From here towards West,
where the climatic drought increases and with the type forming division pressure,
where
development quickened further to the typical forms of TEPHR.
ARTICULATUS as well as TEPHR. STOCILIFORMIS. But also in the original, more
eastern regions, there are both forms sufficiently wide developed separately, so that
they do not hybridise into a mixed type, but should therefore be regarded as two
individual species. It is clear that such circumstances can not clarify the matter
without habitat research, as is demonstrated by the confusion Backeber's. No.
FR.421 TEPHR. STROBIUFORMIS. The less typical variety from SERRZUELA is
not separately named as an FR. No. Fig. 256 is from the town of MENDOZA.

Incidentally, Fig.256 (Ritter) is virtually identical to my WG.082 as illustrated in
the last round (W.G.G.).
Comments to Contr. In Last Round (vol.1 )
I must say I am surprised that no one has taken issue with what had been written so far in
the past rounds and I suspect every one has varying experience with different pants,
cultivation or not everyone will agree with what has been said. So why does no one
challenge it, or at least makes some comments? The purpose of the TSG root out and if
necessary challenge information if we are to make some progress with making some sense
from the jungle before us. So I would like a more livery debate if any one has something to
add or comment.
To Martvn Collinson's last plea for a " complete guide to dwarf Opuntia's" I would like to
add mine. It would be a very commendable goal although perhaps we should proceed
perhaps group by group, rather being to ambitious to start with. Perhaps staring with
Tephrocacti, of which there are only nine or ten (apart from varieties) and than go on to
others like Maihueniopsis, Rerocacti etc. etc. Has anyone any suggestions as best to
proceed on this?
I would agree with Geoff Gillham (vol. I, p 2) that Seed raising of Tephrocacti is a
somewhat hit and miss affair. To ^successful at it is necessary to imitate the conditions
that exist in habitat in order to trigger germination. This means that the seed has to go
through a cycle of frost, but only one or two degrees are sufficient with warm and moist
conditions. Germination than will take place over some years of this cycle as in nature, to
ensure that the species will survive through unproductive years until one comes along that
is just right.
Although I have germinated a number of Tephro. seeds, I much prefer to raise mine from
cuttings for several reasons. Firstly this methods is quicker, ensures that I have reproduced
a known clone and is a sure way of propagation.
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Against this one should recognise the disadvantages of this method. It could well be that
the same clone has been reproduced in this way and distributed many times over all over
the country and in some cases perhaps only one clone exists in cultivation. This does not
give us a true perspective of what variation exists of this type in habitat. Having propagated
from a clone people have played around with names and have given it names according to
their interpretation from books and thus adding, or even misspelling to add to the confusion.
On the other hand too, when we purchase seed, we can never be sure how, or where the
seed was obtained, or whether it was named correctly. So it is important that some of you
who are more patient than me should raise plants from seed for comparison. Indeed I
would still have answer to the problem raised, that Tephrocacti (true ones, eg. not
Maihueniopsis) will not produce a true tap-root from cuttings, whereas they do from seed.
Alan Welsh has made a poignant remark under" Reference Plants" (p. 16), with which I
agree whole heartedly. We should expand the Reference Plant distribution as quickly as
possible and I am willing to contribute a number at the next Open Day Meeting on the 6th
August '95. Other members should also try to bring enough material for every one to
receive a cutting. Please remember ft was agreed that we can only establish Ref Plants at
an open meeting, but members can obviously distribute cuttings subsequently to other
members under the Ref.No. from the original material. Wouldn't it be marvellous if every
one could turn up at the open meeting?
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TEPHROCACTUS
IncL Maihuniopsis, Puna And related genera

STUDY GROUP
Vol.1

1995

VOLUME 1 No 3
Admin. Matters
First of aN a hearty "Welcome" to the new members: John Gamesby, Mrs Anna
Henderson and Roy Mottram.
There are a few new important matters:
1. The next Open-Day will fall on the 4th August 1996 here at
SKmbridge unless some one else can volunteer to host it Please
make a note now of the date!
2.

As you wiH read from A Hill's report, our last Open Meeting here last
month, we are producing sets of 100 photographs which help us in
the future, when we are discussing certain plants. It is hoped that
everyone will have agreed to purchase a set of these.
They have been taken by Tony Hkjuera and are produced at a
favourable rate for us. The set's wil be distributed as soon as
possible together with a list of suggested names and as they are my
plants, each will carry a WQ. number so that we have something to
refer to.

3. In order to make discussion more meaningful. I would be useful to
have Bitter's descriptions as wed as those of Dr. Roberto KiesKng,
the latter being the most recent, unfortunately this is limited to plants
within Argentina However, it would be a start. One problem
remains,- we need a translation of Kiesling's work into English. Does
any one know someone who can translate from Spanish into English
for us
Rene
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Cultivation & Propagation
As I have previously mentioned my plants are now all grown on the top shelf in a well
ventilated greenhouse. The change in spination on those few plants I have had for
some years and which used to languish at the back of or under the staging is
incredible. And yes, they really do flower!
I've enclosed photographs of the four that have flowered for me so far.

1. M. rosslanus V fauxianus This was taken late last year there are 5 or 6
buds forming again now (4 June) 50 I can well believe Rene's account of
his plant flowering twice.
2. M. glomratus (WG089) I know this is one of the easiest to flower but it's still
exciting to see for the first time.
3. A. subcompressa (WG054) Four flowers so far on quite a small plant. Maybe
some seed pods forming but would presumably be hybrid.
4. Opuntia sp.? I got this from HoHygate some years ago - can anyone give me a
name ? (IVe put erectodada but I'm sure I isnt). The mature pads are up to 1.5 "
long, spines short up to 6 per areole or more, the upper spines are ginger. It's had
eight flowers over a period of several weeks.
The only thing I would add is that the last 3 plants all seemed to shrivel up prior to
flowering (in case you think I underwater). It's as though they put al their effort into
flowering. Old Joints appear more affected than new ones. I hope to be able to attend
the study day and look forward to being able to correct a few names and swap some
plants.
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1. M. rossianus v. fauxianus

2. M. glomeratus (WG089)
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3. A. subcompressi ( WG 054)

4. Opuntia Sp.
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TEPHROCACTU8 STUDY GROUP MEETJ4Q ON SUNDAY 6th Auou«t 1995.
Six members of the Group were able to attend the meeting which started wth a
discussion on administration of the Group. With fourteen paid-up members there
was £140 in our account due to no out goings akhough money is owed to the
Publisher of the Quarterly Folder and wi be paid as soon as he sends in his bill.
Alan Welsh, our Treasurer, has a new address: 31. The Quarry. Cam,
Gloucester, GL11 6JA. Telephone 01453 543549.
Photographs for publication in the Folder were discussed. It was agreed that any
photograph of a Tephrocactus could be sent in for consideration of publication
but please do not send photographs of Pterocacti or Airampoa. Pictures of
dwarf Austrocytindropuntias, which have at some time or other been described
as Tephrocacti, can be sent. It is planned to have four issues of Volume 1 in
1995, four issues of Volume 2 in 1996 etc.. Page numbers wi be consecutive for
the year. We cannot afford to print more copies than we require so back issues
will not usually be available. Subscriptions for the year will run from January with
new members Joining during the year paying a pro-rata fee.
A short discussion then took place on future study methodology and the subject
was considered at other times during the day. The query was raised as to
whether we had finished with the Articulatus group and even the rest of the
Tephrocactus (sensu Keisling) group after we had completed photographing the
various species. However it was pointed out that we had nothing in writing on
the latter plants. It was suggested that at some time we ought to discuss R.
Keisling's classification of the Tephrocacti (sensu Lemalre) group. Do we
accept his work uncritically and If so where do the Chilean and Peruvian plants
fit in to the scheme? By the end of the day it was agreed that one way forward
was to distribute about a hundred photographs of plants In Rene's collection.
These can then be referred to in discussion. The photographs are to be taken by
Tony Higuera who will have them printed under a special offer he has seen
available. The cost for the set will be about £15. Rene is to check with the
members not present at the meeting to see if they want a set. Once the
developing order has gone in there wi be no spares. The photos wi be
accompanied by details of the names Rene has for them and his accession
numbers.
At last year's meeting we considered the Articulatus group. TNs year we
considered the rest of the Tephrocacti (sensu Keisling) and photographed each
species. I was surprised at the variation shown by T. moVnensis. There was no
doubt as to the species (due to the shape of the plants, the shape of the
segments and the spination) at which we were looking. There was, however, a
vast difference in the gtochid colour and In the colour of the segments. The
former were light brown to bright ginger. The latter ranged from bright green to a
blue/grey. There was only one example of T. aoracanthus. There were several
heavily spined T. alexandrii with it's form bruchii although the difference
appeared to be more on the labels than on the actual plants of the species and
its variety. There were many differences to be seen amongst T. weberi. There
were variations of spine length with the shortest white spined form being the false
Pterocactus fischeri. There were also differences in spine colour from white
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to brown although we old not have an example of the very pink spined form. There
were some nice long spined forms of T. paediophila and even a specimen of T
geometricus. Unfortunately the plant was not owned by Rene but was on loan to
him. The three or four segments were very big. t was a lovely plant.
Last year two Reference Plants were given out. This year ten more were issued.
Rene is to issue details.
On behalf of the members who were able to attend I would like to take the
opportunity of thanking Rene and his wife for their kind hospftafity.

A.Hil
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Date: 19 August 1995

COMMENTS TO VOL 1 . No. 3
Cultivation
Alan H. (page 25) I am surprised that you have not yet tried to do without heat In
your Access Frame! It depends of course what you intend to grow in it, but if ft is
Tephro's, Maihueniopsis, Rerocactus, Austrocytindroputia's and Airampoa's,
there is really nothing to fear or worry about. I only leave a crack open of about 2
inches on al four upright comers. And yes, the wind, fog and snow blows in but
that does not seem to harm the plants at >U, because It usuaty dries out again
quite soon. I tend to put the Austrocylindropuntia's near the four comers and
they like a bit of moisture in Autumn and Winter anyway. I even water these
occasionally. As for the glass blowing out, that too has not happened to me yet. I
wedge all the panes so that they don't rattle. Frankly, any panes that break, is me
that's doing it. Yes, T. okgacanthus which was a cutting last year and flowered,
has also just flowered again. Anyone not being able to flower this one has a
greenhouse not cold enough or insufficient light, I would suggest.
Yes, you are right, although of most plants I have only one clone, but by cross
pollinating the flowers with any old Opuntla in flower has produced seed on quite
a number of plants for me this year.
General: I am surprised to hear that a number of members stl have difficulty
with rooting cuttings. The time of the year is important but little else. From May to
Mid-August I have no problems rooting them at al, Tephro's or Mafriuenlopsis
alike. I use small trays of a gritty compost and the cuttings are inserted straight
into it without drying off at aU, without rooting hormone powder or anything else.
They are put on a high shelf and after a couple of days I start heavy spraying (on
hot days right away on the first day). After a week it is quite safe to immerse the
tray and let the water soak up until the surface shows the moisture. No tunny
angles, nothing Malhuenias, I prefer to root In Autumn and Winter. They dont do
well at all in a warm greenhouse.
One common mistake that is most frequently made in the process of taking
cuttings, wel two actually, is one that cuttings are taken at the wrong time of the
year and the other is that they are not kept moist enough and so dry out before
the take root.
Spencer (page 32): Joint shedding of Austro. verschaffelii appears to be qufte
normal, and so is that of T. nigrispinus (Maihueniopsis nigrispina). I always find a
heap of little round shoots at the bottom of my plant of Austro. verschaffeftii each
Spring. What the cause of this is I am not quite sure, but it does not seem to
impair the capacity to flower and It flowers better each year in my cold frame. I
have two theories. One that it sheds joints which have not fully developed before
the onset of Winter, or two, the plants sheds some joints to conserve moisture
and energy for the Flowering period There is another though, and that Is for
reproduction. The joints, being round may be blown and rotod by the wind far
and wide. They seem to root quite freely.

Rene
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ISO REFERENCE PLANTS
The intention here is to establish enough plant material in member's collections
that wi serve as reference plants within the group for further study.
This is based on the German Study Group system and works as follows :
A. Any member can distribute cuttings once they have propagated
enough material to enable each member present at one of our Annual
Meetings to have a cutting.
B. The plant wi be given a TSG number and the donor as wel as those
receiving cuttings from it should make sure that this number stays
always on the plant label.
C. Every member of the TSG shall be entitled to receive a cutting, but
distribution wi only be made at one of our annual meetings.
D. A register of al the plants given a number wi be kept by W.G. Geissler
who wi periodically publish the up-dated Hst.
E. The folowing information should be supplied with each plant by the
donor as far as known:
•Name of the plant
* Name of the donor / keeper of the plant
* The name under which the plant was originally obtained
* The source, e.g. Nursery, or individual where obtained
F Even unnamed plants may be contributed as long as they are
significantly different from those already given a number and that they
are within the scope of the T.S.G.
Plants already distributed are : T80.1 Maihueniopsis dactilrfera
W.G. Geissler
Maihuentopsis dactlifera
T.penHandl, Rudolf toptsch
1987 from M

T8G.2 Maihueniopsis boliviensis
W.G. Geissler
T. boliviensis W.G. 086 (source unknown)

T8O.3 Maihueniopsis giomerata
A.HII
Mahueniopsis giomerata
Ex. Whlestone (spec, from Abrapampa

T8O.4 Maihueniopsis giomerata v. tulvispina
A. Hill
Maihueniopsis giomerata v. lutvispina
Ex. Morris Kentwell

T8O.5 Tephrocactus nigrispinus
A Welsh
T. nigrispinus
Ex. WGG WG237

TSQ.8 Tephrocactus weberi
Martin Colinson
T. weberi
WG.237 Ex. Lakevet, Holland

T8O.7 Maihueniopsis gJom.v longispina
A Welsh
Maihueniopsis giomerata v. longispina
(origin not known)

T8O.8 Tephrocactus articulatus v. inermis
W.G. Geissler
T. articulatus v. Inermis
W.G.082 (origin not known)

TSO.9 Puna subterrania
W. G. Geissler
T. subterrania
WG.233 (Brian PlaWn)

TSG. 10 Tephrocactus articulatus v.
olgacanthus
W. G. Geissler
T. oNgacanthus
WG.ISOa (Ex Tony Mace)

TSO.11 Maihueniopsis neuquensis
W.G. Geissler
T. neuquensis
WG.115 (Origin not known)

TSG.12 Maihuentopsis cyiindrarticulata
W.G. Geissler
T. cylindriarticulatus
WG 087 (Origin not known)
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Comments on New Format Vol 1.
Sooty mould, P31,32,34,35 I also have heard that leaving plants outside during
Summer clears sooty mould For years I imagined ft was because it was washed of f
in the rain! However, since I have used continuous fans in the greenhouses I have
had less trouble and wonder if the moving air suppresses the growth of the mould
Another reason could be that the mould must be attracted to some secretion of the
plants and moving air win help dry off the "nectar* certain species of cacti exude from
the areoie and even the spines. What this "nectar" is and why it happens could be a
case for study. Does anyone know of an article on the subject? I have also been told
that petrol win act as a cleanser for sooty mould but have never tried it.
Segment shedding, p31.34.35. I know that plants drop segments when they are
very dry. I have also found segments off plants the day after I watered them. One
such case was T. minutus. I then realised that I had caused it by watering: the
stream of water from even a small "houseplanT watering can is capable of
dislodging segments. This year I have knocked off, with water, segments from T.
articulatus "Penny Jones" clone and T. articulatus v. turpini monstrose WO 126.
Flowers on new growth p34. Rene asks about the flowering of T. articulatus on new
growth The only T articulatus I have flowered is v. oHgacantha. This is due to flower
for me this year on old growth segments which flowered last year but have not
produced new segments this year. The buds are on the topmost segments. Several
areotes on these budded segments look as though something is about to burst
through but it is not yet dear whether R is buds or segments.
Hitter, "kakteen in sued amerika'.p31 I am most grateful to Rene for translating
Hitter's comments on T strobilrformis I have my own copies of Hitter's volumes but
my German is weak and I have great difficulty at times In understanding what
Ritter is saying. I wonder if Rene would be prepared to give us more translation
extracts as we come to discuss certain species. It wM help both those with copies of
Hitter's volumes and those without. Incidentally I think I should mention that Ritter
had many thoughts on cacti which are not always accepted by other "authorities".
This is nothing new in the cactus literature.Can any one translate Spanish? It would
be useful to all of us to have the keys to species translated from KeisRng's article in
Darwiniana25(1-4)1984.
Seed. p38. Despite planting seed from a number of sources I have had no success
wfth Tephrocactus (sensu Lemaire) this year (or any previous year) despite this
time giving the seed six weeks in the domestic fridge in damp peat. Perhaps it was
the subsequent treatment which was at fauft. My intention now is to keep on
watering the pots, put them out to freeze this winter and hope for a surprise next
year.
Flowers this year. I have had more plants flower last year and this one than ever
before, I don't know whether it is due to better cultivation (I water them a little more
often) or better conditions (the result of continuous fans), climatic change or simply
that the plants are growing older and some of the segments are therefore more
mature. This year I have flowered Maihuenkspsis pentlandii v fauxiana and v
rossiana, M mmuta, M mandragora, "Tephrocactus pseudo-raupiana" (M. ovata?),
Tephrocactus oligocarpa" (a Maihueniopsis in the glomerata group),
Puna
subterranea and Tephrocactus weberi. T. articulatus v oligacantha is In bud. I have
also had flowers on T. subcompressa" which is an Airampoa and on Airampoa o
longispina which G.Pittz said was either P52 or P52a , the former having red flowers
The flower was red so the plant is P52 from Mina Capillrtas I never expected it to
flower!
I know that a difference in flower colour has no significance in determining a
separate species. Flower colour is obviously a feature caused to our eyes by the
petals. However, If the stigma lobes are different on plants with yelow flowers might
that be significant? The flowers on M. minuta had lemon stigma lobes but they were
green on M. mandragora.
A Hill
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TSG - membership 1995
The following is a complete list of members at present and I would be very
grateful if you would check your address for any mistakes and/or changes, also
advise me of the current Telephone Number so that I can complete this list and
keep it fuly up-to-date.
CoHinson, Martyn Mr.
111, Parklands Road,
Chichester,
W Sussex,
Tel. 01243785356
Gamesby, John, Mr
22. Rievaulx Avenue,
BiHngham, Cleveland
TS23 2BL
Tel.01642 550819

Dyson, Geraldene, Mrs
5, Warwick Street, Chun
Accrington, Lanes.
BBS 4AL.
TH
Geissler, Rene, Mr.
"Winsford", Kingston Road,
Symbridge,
Glos. GL2 7BW
Td 01453 890340

Eduards, Dave, Mr
29, Southfield Drive,
North Ferriby,
North Humberside,
NU14 3DU
GSIham, Geoff, Mr
10, Earle Place,
Canton, Cardiff,
CF51NZ
Tel.?

Grantham, Keith, Mr.

21, Wadhurst Avenue, Luton, Beds.
LU3IUG
Tel 01582 27594

Henderson, Anna, Mrs.

46,Sturdee Gardens, Newcastle upon Tyne,
NE2 3QT
Td.?

Higuera, Tony, Mr.

25, Heol Nant, Churchvillage, Pontyprydd,
CF38 1RT
Td.01443 217879

Hill, Alan, Mr.

8 Vicarage Road, Sheffield S30 3RG
Td. 0114 7462311

Holland, Chris, Mr.

NewNng Farm. Litcham, Kings Lynn, Norfofc
PE32 2PB
Tel.01328 701462

Mottram, Roy, Mr.
Reynolds, Spencer, Mr.
Weaden. Alan, Mr.
Welsh, Alan, Mr

Whrtestone Gardens Ltd., Sutton-underWhitestoneclrffe,
Thrsk, N. Yorks. Y07 2PZ Td.01845 597467
41, Wyley Road, Radford. Coventry
CV61NU
Tel.?
Cappela, PiH Road, Abbnots Leigh,
Bristol B58
Td.01275 374100
31, The Quary, Cam, Glos.
GL116JA
Tel 01453 543549

PLEASE NOTE - FOR THE CURRENT ADDRESSES OF
MEMBERS REFER TO THE LATEST NEWS LETTER
AS SOME HAVECHANGED
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GENERAL
This winter has been different as far as my plants are concerned. I usually don't
water them between October and April. However this year they received a
watering (of rain water) in December due to a cracked pane of glass. The large
tray the plants were in made matters worse by holding the water. Thankfuly the
tephrocacti have survived several nights of heavy frost , In that they look very
wed. At the beginning of the year they look shrivelled and dehydrated. I have
always done this intentionally. The logic behind this being if the plant Is
dehydrated then the sap is thicker and less likely to freeze. I am having to rethink
this as the plants seem to have done quite well with an extra watering. Up until
about a month ago Tophrv. Nignspina looked realy healthy I put this down to
the extra water. It then dropped all the pads down to ground level . something it
had never done in the past . Usualy it dropped one or two pad of last years
growth , wel back to the drawing board.
Martyn I have problems with sooty mould on some of my Tephro's and Opuntia's
it seems to occur on plants with gtochids, In fact some pads of an Opuntia I have
rooted in the sand I had in a large tray ( builders sand ) . These pads started to
form crystals on the gtochkfc. Some Cacti must expel sap or foreign mater in the
glochids perhaps like some trees the sap contains natural sugars.
SEEDS Chris Thanks for the advise on the seeds . I have purchased some from
Doug these I divided into two groups. The first group I soaked over night in water
and then mixed with some damp sand. They were then put in a plastic bag In the
fridge for thirty day and then sown. The second group were sown in January and
left outside with some tree seeds being stratified. There is no signs of life yet. I
have read an article on speeding up stratification of seeds by mechanical and
chemical methods. This involved using a liquidiser and sand as an abrasive to
ware away the outer coating. The chemical method involved soaking the seeds in
Hydrochloric to eat away the outer coating. Presumable emulating the seeds
being eaten. The seeds being sown as normal.

Tony Higuera
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General comments on no.2
Dave Eduard* I'm surprised that your plants do well in just grit although I must
confess to having left cactus cuttings rooted in pure gritty sand for several years
and when repotted the root system has been superb - of course regular feeding
must be maintained. I now feed al my plants half strength with every watering.
Alan Hill I understand what you are saying about Hans-Peter Thomas's remarks
but if we are only going to end up with "groups" of plants wi we have achieved
anything ? I have never "collected labels", indeed when someone says of a plant
- " . . . but Pve got the white flowered form or one with long spines" I think - so
what? I simply colect plants I like but I thought the main purpose of the TSG was
to sort out plant names. The other thing that occurs to me is that as the German
study group has been going for some time - can we know what, if any,
conclusions they have reached ? I'm sure Rene is in touch with them.
Spencer Reynolds Many thanks for your helpful comments. I have tried the
fairy Iquid and toothbrush method wth some success. Leaving plants outside
means that they get rained on and it's this that keeps the mould down, overhead
watering has much the same effect. I was very interested in yours and Rene's
remarks on Joint shedding. I dkl of course pot up al the dropped joints but the
very smal round ones seem very reluctant to root - more success with elongated
joints. Both mentioned plants have grown many new offsets again this year so it
wi be Interesting to see what happens in the autumn.
Rene Again many thanks for the useful comments. Incidentally sooty mould only
occurs on those plants that secrete a sticky substance, (T.weberi is an example).
This also attracts ants! I feel that joint shedding is not necessarily related to lack
of moisture. I have purchased underwatered plants, quite shrivelled up but stM
holding together where as joints can be easily detached from some plants when
very turgid i.e. A. subcompressi. (As an aside why do some nurseries stll pot
their plants in pure peat & vermicuNte ? maybe they never have to repot them !) I
think there is some natural mechanism at work here. Spencer mentions pictures
of shed joints in the wild. Interesting what you say about Puna subterrania - the
single headed plant I obtained from you last year now has six.
Martyn Collinson
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GENERAL REMARKS

6th. July, 1995.

Al my Tephro's and other Opuntias survived the winter, including various bis
and pieces in the cold Green house which I was experimenting with.
Seeds
I had very little success with seed last year-no new seed sewn, but
that from '92 and '93 tried again, resulting in one seedling - T. polyanthus. I left
the seed outside again last winter, exposed to the elements, ice, snow and very
much rain. This was returned to the propagator in April, but no resuts as yet.
Perhaps autumn is the best time for germination as I have had results In
September in previous years. Last year I lost the three T. chfcnecftoensis
seedlings from '92. one after the other, unfortunately.
I was very interested to read Alan Mil's remarks about different fathers and
hybrids. I have two seedlings of T. tongispinus v.corrugata, both from the same
packet of seed, though germinated a year apart, which are totaly different in
form.
I must agree with Rene that growing Tephros from seed is very slow and
not as rewardng as with other genera. It may be a good idea to try the Sedum
treatment-see Geoff s remarks, P.2I
T.artfculatu* strobiliformis/inennis I have two plants, see photographs in the
original Round Two. There is no growing point on either, new joints appear every
year. One Is slower growing, more compact, with ovate joints. The other has
more elongated joints, up to 6cm.k>ng,and slightly thinner. The newest growth on
the latter developed spines last year, the first to be seen on this plant which I
have had for five years, giving ft a totaly different appearance. They grew from 5
areoles on the lower pad, and are Scm.long, and on the end pad from 9 areotes,
between 5cm.and 2cm.long Unfortunately, as has happened often before with
this plant, the top became detached in October, and is now potted up separately,
see photograph of main plant and its offspring in small pot, taken in April. The
original plant has since grown 6 new pads, and the small one is also offsetting,
but there is no sign of any more spines yet. The spination could be due to moving
the plant from its place under bubble insulation to a drfferent position with no
shading. If so, much of the variation in plants must be due to varying conditions
in different parts of the country. I also moved my T. floccosus to the same bench,
but in this case there has been no increase in spination or hair, ft stl looks rather
" bare "
Cultivation.. Referring to Alan's comment on Rene's Frame Management P2S
The climate in Slimbridge must be quite different to that of Alan in Sheffield and
mine in Lancashire. Very strong winds, high rainfall, and damp atmosphere are a
problem here. My greenhouse was flooded twice this last winter and the whole
garden was like a lake due to the heavy
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rain and the poorly draining clay sol. The strong winds blow the rain into every
nook and cranny.
Has anyone tried growing Tephros in beds instead of pots, and if so, with what
results? Would having more space for roots and more compost to retain
moisture prevent the shedding of joints? Like Martyn and Spencer. I too have
problems with O. verschaffeldti and am unable to grow a large plant. The main
stem tends to go corky and refuses to stay upright, looking horrible, so I keep
starting a new one off from offsets with the same result.
Alan mentions T. berteri TJ16. I nave in my collection T. berteri TJ 17 from
Minchas, received as an unrooted cutting from Tom in 11/92,now rooted and
growing. At the same time, among other cuttings he also sent 2 bits of TJ 61
from Paposo, also now growing fast. I will take photos for the next round if
anyone is interested 53/54
Is there any way in which the first three rounds could be issued for the benefit
of new members who have not seen them? Also for everyone who, like me,
cannot remember things until they have read them over and over again. It
would be helpful too if the photos to which reference is made could be
circulated for those of us who have not got a photographic memory!
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GeraldineA

TEPHROCACTUS MALYANUS Rausch spec nov
(AustrocyNndropunHa malyana)
Translated by W G. Geisster from Walter Rausch's article.
This new Tephrocactus makes several 2M2 compact cushions with a
large tap root. Single shoots can not be recognised in the dry resting
period. They grow up to 15cm long with a diameter of 2.5cm. The loose
standing areols carry a leaf which dries up later but does not fal off and
retreats into the wool and 0-3 up to 2cm long yellow spines. The plant is
covered by white, or yellow approx. 1cm thick woolly felt and up to
1.5cm long glochids.
The flower sits deep in the " wool" and can therefore hardly open fully.
Rowers are up to 3cm long have a diameter of 2.5cm. Pericarpel and
perianth are green, carry green scales and are surrounded by woven
hair-felt. The outside flower petals are yellow with a green mid-stripe,
the inner flower petals and anthers are pure yelow The style and lobes
are also white In colour.
The oval, to somewhat long drawn fruit is often a Ittte bent, up to 4cm
long and 1.5cm thick. It sits up to 2/3 its length In the felty hair of the
shoot. The bare outside of the fruit is rose-violet and at the upper part
are 5 to 6 scales with white fett noticeable. On top of the fruit sit the
flower remains which are also covered in white felt. The fruit flesh is
rose in colour, the seeds are round and 5mrnJj
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The habitat of the plant in Pern near Macusani at a height of 4000 4500m. The type plant goes under the Rausch Nr.428 and was
deposited at the Herbarium of the Vienna Natural History Museum. This
species is characterised particularly by the thick cover, which apart from
the spination and bristles Is predominantly consisting of woolly felt. I
naming this interesting find after Dip!. Ing. Gerhard Maty, who has
supported my last South-American Expedition in 1970
Comment by W:G. G.
A plant of this was originally found and brought into this country by two
Cactophiles during a continental trip and they found It rather expensive
They therefore shared the cost of the plant which was on Its own roots.
One half was grafted on to several Platyopuntla, whereas the other half
was left to grow on its own roots. The latter was tost soon afterwards,
but the grafts survived. Most of the grafted material stHl surviving and
distributed In this country originates from the original graft Despite
several attempts by various enthusiasts to root offsets, both here and on
the continent have failed as far as I know. It is obviously a very
attractive, desirable and difficult plant Experiments to cultivate it on its
own roots will continue for some time yet
Or has some one found the secret?
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TEPHROCACTUS
Study Group

Tephrocactus articulatus v. oligacanthus
WG. 160a

Volume 1 No. 4.

ADMIN. MATTERS
First of al I would like to welcome two new members that have joined us and
have paid their subs, for 1996 already:
Malcolm Holoway,

46, Clayfield Grove, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.
ST3 5AQ Tel. 01782 335664
Roger Morton, 91, Umberslade Road, Sdly Oak, Birmingham. B29 7SB
Tel. 01214 722879
I hope you will enjoy joining us and play an active part to discover more about the
pants we like to study

SUBS. ARE DUE by 31. December'96 for all members apart from the two who
have already paid above. The Subs, remain at £10.- and should be sent to the
Treasurer:
There are a few new important matters:
1.

Sorry, the sets of photographs sent out have a few with wrong
numbers/names. Also I believe there were a few duplicates
included and I would be grateful if you could return these, because
they may be missing in other sets. The best time to correct
numbers/names would be next Open-Day in August. I win remind
you to bring them.

2.

Please try and send in Negatives of photographs as they are much
cheaper to reproduce. ( Slides if you only take those should be
unmounted ). Negatives should be in strip-form, which wi be
returned if requested, but please enclose an S.A.E.

3.

Several members have requested that we include a "Sale/
wants/Swap" 1st and I wiH be pleased to include these in the next
issue, but please can we keep them to 30 words on a separate
piece of paper, stating which category
e.g. Sale/Wants, etc..

4.

We can stl accommodate one or two members, so please keep an
eye open for some one who is keen on our plants.

5.

Please remember, we need your comments, experience and views
as wel as good suggestions. These must reach me by
15th February' 96 to finalise the next issue.
So please do it now before you foroetill

Rene
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A Hill

Comments on Volume 1 No 3.
TSO REFERENCE PLANTS.P.47
TSO.3 was identified as 'Species from Abra Pampa ' by Harry Middledftch He
did not examine the label as to what name was on it. The label stated T.
glomerata". Please do not therefore assume it is a cutting from a habitat plant
with known history. I bought the plant from Whitestone Nursery in 1982. TSO 4 h
Ex Horace Kennewed.

Stigma lob* colour.P.49.
I am grateful to Roy Mottram who in a private conversation has told me that any
difference in the colour of stigma lobes is an insignificant feature.

"Groups of plants" P.52.
If we decide by the various means at our disposal that rather than have a number
of species names the plants in question are just forms in a mixed population or
form part of a dine then I think we wi have achieved a great deal. I befeve we
have made some good progress on this with the articulatus group. Chris Holland
made a very pertinent comment suggesting a possible link between T 'berterl' In
Chle and T. dbnorpha in Peru. I suspect there Is a dkie there. That is one way in
which we are sorting out names. Populations, groups and dines etc are actual
plants on the ground in South America. They exist naturally. It is only we humans
who try to make them fit into a classification in our language. Hence we can
travel the other way, find the original descriptions and try to identify the plants to
which they refer. For a variety of reasons this might not be possible (due to
vague wording etc) and even if successful we might decide that two specific
names relate to plant forms which are so dose as to not warrant separate
differentiation. To achieve this would be a great achievement for two reasons: ft
will be something we have discovered and en route we will in our studies have
learned a great deal about the plants.
O. verechaffeldtii P.54
I have found that if I give normal watering to O verschaffeldtll it grows
long thin stems. Treated very "hard" it does not elongate as much but the old
segments are corky. In a recent tak on his 1092 Argentinean expedtion Graham
Charles showed a slide of some very short segments poking out of the ground
The plant was O. verschaffekH. Graham commented that I was a high altitude
plant which would receive a high level of Ight. Growing at a height of~3OOOm he
said that I would appear It needed treatment as an. a4pine.
T.JL1S and TJL61 P.54.
T. berteri from Minchas is TJ 16, not 17 and grows at 300m altitude This year my
TJ 61 from Paposo has developed some larger spines and now looks ice a
Sheffield grown Cyfndropuntia tunicata.
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T.maJyanus. P. S5/6.
What a lovely photograph! Rene asks whether anyone has found the secret of
growing the plant on its own roots. I don't know the secret. I have had trouble
growing It on a graft. One problem is that the source material of my several
efforts has black areas inside the stem. The secret to start with is to keep cutting
slices off the potential scion until there is no trace of blackness, otherwise the
scion wi not form a union. I have been told that the black areas inside a growing
segment has no detrimental effect. I think Rene is being modest In not telmg us
that he has found the answer to make the plant look so wel on a graft to keep it
well watered. My remaining plant has responded better since I followed Rene's
example. Incidentally, this plant has an obvious dose relationship to O floccosa
If we accept the latter is an Austrocytindropuntla, not a Tephrocactus, then
the same must apply to O.malyanus.

Further Comment on T. Maty anus
Looking for further information on this plant, I found that Backeberg in his "Die
Cactaceae" Voi 6 (Supplement and Index), he describes what I think is the same

as "Tephrocactus floccosus V. cardenasf
(J. Mam -L 'Cactus' IParisi, Notes du Jard. Bot. Des Cedres,27:137,1961). The
photo graph by Lamier-Lapostelle on page 3590 looks exactly ike
the plants in my photo In the last Issue.
He states that the plants was found by Cardenas in Botvia. (Dept. La Paz
Achachi.3900 m)
* is just possible that Rtter n-discovered It later just over the border in Peru and
described it as T. mafyanus.
Alan, you are quite right though as the plants obviously belongs to the ftoccosus
group. It should be AustroGylindropuntla maty ana and
have mine labelled as such.
Rene Geissler
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T.S.G. Vol.1 no.4 General comments on no.3
I would ike to add my thanks to those of Alan HHl for a most enjoyable open day
in August, the plants enjoyed the heat even if we had to sheter under the trees I
Having now received my set of the TSO photographs can I say that the qualfty Is
excellent - wei done to you and Tony. There are obviously some anomalies but
no doubt these will be sorted out in due course. Meanwhie we have at last got
something that we can all relate to and should now be able to make some
progress.
AN my TSO reference plants appear to have rooted with the exception of M.
neuquensis & M. glomerata but no doubt they wi be rooted by next spring.
Having written at great length about plants shedding joints, so far this year I have
not been so troubled with this but can offer no explanation. I have however lost
joints on both T. atticuUitus & T. inermis, but how anyone manages to grow large
specimens of these remains a mystery to me as the joints are so heavy and the
join so smal. Sti, I wi never be short of plants! (I see that Geraldine Dyson has
similar problems) Could I second her plea for the original rounds to be issued to
new members, perhaps this would be one good use of some of the cash we
seem to have available. I have not tried growing Tephros. in beds but I imagine
growth would be quicker and plants would stay more turgid as she suggests.

Cultivation & Propagation
With the onset of autumn I have now stopped watering my plants. Although the
weather has been exceptionally mild I find that watering after the middle of
October has little effect and those species which tend to shrivel up ready for
winter remain shrivelled no matter how long you keep watering. I have now
purchased an 8fl by 4ft Access cold frame so hope to be able to start
experimenting with it next year - 1 feel sure that my Tephro's will appreciate their
new home.
I am getting an increasing number of spare plants of some of the more common
species so am wondering if we should include a for sale/ wants/ swop section hi
the magazine - what do people think ? I notice that Roy Mottram has now joined
our group. Perhaps he could obtain some of the rarer species for members - I
have received cacti & succulents from him for many years and can vouch for the
quaity of plants and speed of delivery (any discount next time Roy?!)
On a final point I would Hke more information on where our plants grow, the
geography, distribution etc. and the sort of climate they enjoy in the wild. Have
any of our more knowledgeable members got anything they can include?

Martyn Collinson
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10 November 1995

Alan Weeden

First I would ike to thank Rene and Tony for producing the set of Photographs.
Not an easy job with so many plants to deal with.
Black Mould
A fairly strong solution of Jeys fluid applied around the end of September will give
some control. Avoid wetting the compost if possible.
Seed Raising
During my first year with the T.S.G. I gained the impression that very few clones
of each species were in circulation. This being the case I did not see how we
could come to any conclusions regarding plant names or species variation just by
studying this limited material. The only way I could see for amateurs ice
ourselves to move forward was to grow from seed or obtain material originally
cofocted in the fold.
I first obtained seed from Doug Rowland which I sowed in February 1994. The
results were the same as everyone reports in the TSQ. Low and erratic
germination. I did notice though that seeds were germinating In September 1994,
after pots casuaty watered in the greenhouse.
When Steve Brack's Autumn 1st arrived it contained Tephrocactus,
Mattueniopsis and Austrocyindropuntia seed cciected in the field by Dave
Furguson. The seed that I had ordered arrived in early December and I sowed it
immediately.
The seeds were sown in three inch square pots to give a decent soil depth and
even moisture Distribution.
The compost was neutral P.M. with 50- grit. Seeds were toped with a thick layer
of coarse grit 8-IOmm deep. I think this top grit may be important as it
encourages condensation to form near seeds even when the compost is nearly
dry, especially when there is a wide night/day temperature variation.
From December onwards I kept the pots on the staging in a cold greenhouse,
giving mem cycles of wet and dry as weather permitted.
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To my surprise the first seeding appeared the third week in March (Matouenia
patagontea) during one of the cycles. For the next month seeds germinated
regularly.
About 60% of pots showed some germination, in one case 80% of T. alexanderi
v. bruchi came up, but the average was about 40% by the end of the Summer
Throughout the Summer I carried on normal watering but no more germination
took place Than again to my surprise in Mid-September more seed started to
germinate. One pot in particular old not ft into the December pattern. To my total
amazement 4 out of 8 seeds of Tepnrocactus geometric us germinated during the
last week in September after receiving the last watering. I had only been given
the seed in August and to the best of my knowledge the seed had been in a seed
packet since its collection one year previously.
The Spring and Autumn germination occurred wth reasonably Ngh daytime
temperatures at 80°+, faing at night to 45-50° with an hour day length.
It is common in the plant kingdom for seed to have buil-in dormancy controls to
ensure seed germinate in favourable conditions Acer, Daphne, Pedeocactus and
Sclerocactus are often difficult to germinate, but over the years I have found that
none of them require freezing to break dormancy. They all require a period of
cold wet though once full dormancy has set in following drying of seed.
The three common types of dormancy controls are:
1.

A hard seed coat preventing water penetration, this is broken down by
scarification or fungal/bacterial action.

2.

Immature embryo which requires time to develop before germination.

3.

Chemical Inhibitors which again requires time to dissipate or break
down.

in some seeds it can be a combination of al three.
Sclerocactus and Pediocactus seed can imbibe water in about four days without
scarificaction, I befceve Tepnrocactus seed is the same.
Some of the original Doug Rowland seed was chipped but It had no noticeable
effect. I know from my own experiments with Sclerocactus seed that chipping is a
sure way of getting some germination, but the majority of seed wi not because It
is not ready to germinate. If fresh seed is weathered for several months and then
chipped, germination is improved. The same may apply to Tephrocactus seed.
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To chip seed use a sharp knife and carefully pare away the area in the diagram

Soft Outer seed
the outer seed coat is thin at this point.
Chip until you see brown inner seed coat.
Seedling growth rates seem good. The plants from Doug Rowland's seed which
germinated in Spring 1994 are now 25-4Omm high. Several T. articutatus
seedlings are already showing variation in form.
It is possible to speed up growth by grafting young seedlings onto Pereskiopsis
or Selenlcereus After about one year you can either regraft onto a stronger stock
or simply take cuttings.
I wish I knew more about the climate and especially yearly rainfall, because an
obvious anomaly is that if seed requires a cold, wet period to break dormancy,
then mature plants must endure the same conditions
This is relevant to our cultivation of Tephrocactus. I think it more likely that there
are short periods of cold/we* conditions but never wet for long.
I hope this account will encourage more members of the T.S.Q. group to try
Tephrocacti from seed.

Tephrocactus alexanderi v. bruchii seed sown 1994
( note seedling germinating 1995 )
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Young seedlings of T. mollinensis

T. geometricus - T. articulatus v. paprac.
Seedling germinating 1995
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T. geometricus DJF 320
Spring and Autumn Germination

T. mollmensis - T. diadematus
Spring1994
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T ARTICULATUS V. STROBIJFORMiS / HER MIS GROWING POUT.
In August 1094 Rene gave me a rooted single segment labeled T. articualatus V. inermts
WG 243. According to Rene's stock 1st the plant came from Michael Keislng. ft looks Ike
WG082. The plant started the growing season looking just as I had received it with an area at
the top of the single 15cm segment showing what looked like a growing point: three or more
tightly clustered "fluffy areoles. However the new growth came from the seventh areote
down (counting clockwise) one centimetre from the apex. Another later one started two
centimetres from the base. These grew to nine centimetres and six centimetres respectively.
The three areoles forming the 'growing, point* did not initially move. The fact that the new
growth had not come from the "growing point" at the top led me to conclude what I was
looking at was not a growing point but three areoles which had not separated during the first
growing season. I assumed that if they had separated that the top of the segment would
show the usual bare epidermis with no sign of a growing point. This reasoning was based on
the assumption that al the areoles are already formed, in a minute fashion, when the new
segment first bursts through the areole. Thus ft appeared that Harry Middtedftch was incorrect
in his statement that T.stobiformis has a growing point. This again is based upon the
assumption (as Chris Holland stated on P4 of the first issue of the new format) that by a
"growing point" Harry meant a segment's ability to continue to grow longer in the year(s)
subsequently to it's formation i.e. that the segment could go on growing indefinitely and thus
grow longer and longer.
I then had the thought that perhaps what Harry meant was that the segment burst out with
some minute areoles already formed but, unlike other forms of T articuJatus (if in fact ft is the
case they do burst out already formed)^ in T.strobiWormis there is also a growing point that
enables the segment to grow more areoles and thus keep extending ftself in that growing
season with the growing point then dying at the end of that season. When I asked Harry if this
was the case he confirmed this interpretation and asked me to raise ft at the Chilean's
Weekend. This I did and Roy Mottram elsewhere in this issue has written an article to explain
the process. Incidentally the two new segments are now bind at the end and the three
areoles of the original "growing point" on the initial segment have now, late in the season,
separated revealng the top of the segment is also bind. The segment of WQ082 given to me
as TSQ8 is also blind.
One phenomenon has therefore been settlecK?) but there are others to sfHve. Do al T.
artlculatus forms, except A strobiltformis, burst out fully formed in miniature or do they al
have some form of growing point Ike T.strobilrformis apparently has? Do most of the
Tephrocacti, sensu, Lemaire, have segments already formed in miniature when they first
appear or do they come wfth a growing point? We can test this during the next growing
season by trying to mark wfth a pen the young areoles on the newly burst out segment so
that we can count them and then observe the development and growth of the segments and
areoles to find out whether there are growing points or not.
Finally just because WQ 82 and WG 243 apparently have growing points ft still leaves open
the question from where we started about the significance or otherwise of apparently two
different forms of plants growing in the wild and in our greenhouses. Is there a T. articulatus
v. strobilifonnis and a separate T. articulatus v. inermis or are they simply forms? We have
the plants in our collections and there is literature available Rene has helped by giving on P
37 of Vol 1, No 2, a translation of what Rftter has said. I know that he was disappointed that
there was no reaction to ft.
As a postscript I add the information that Roy Mottram said that determinate growth, being a
beneficial feature, is an advanced feature i.e. ft Is newer in evolutionary terms than
indeterminate growth.
A.Hill
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O. articulate and determinate growth.
In cacti, determinate (ie completing of growth with loss of main meristem) growth
occurs many times in disparate unrelated groups. It is probably a drought
response, offering a plant the opportunity to remain semi-dormant without the
energy requirement of protecting and
In O.articulata the segmented form of growth is taken further as a means of
•lowing asexual reproduction. During a time when it rains in habitat the points of
attachment of the segments are probably designed to weaken, causing an
abscission layer to form, and the joints to detach.
It is noticeable in cultivation that joints detach most readily during winter,
particularly after a sudden fan in temperature, and when atmospheric humidity is
at It's highest.
This detachment of joints is further facilitated by either joints being elongated and
top heavy (inermis), or possessing long, flat, papery spines which present a large
surface area to heavy drops of rain (turpinii, etc).
Nobel (1994:13-14) described the way in which Agave desert! reproduces itself
mainly by offsets, with sexual reproduction only successful in two years out of
twenty nine because of the inability of seeds to survive the first draught.
It is very possible that the same survival strategy occurs on O.articulata, with the
order of only ten percent, or even as little as one percent of the population
resulting from sexual reproduction.
If this is so, any given population at a particular locality win be very uniform and
give a poor impression of the general diversity which would occur If the entire
population was the result of sexual propagation.
Literature cited: Nobel, P.S. (1994) Remarkable
University press New York

Agaves

and Cacti. Oxford

Roy Mottram

Sorry for the delay in producing this edition of the T.S.G. but I have just
changed jobs and moved house so things have been a bit hectic the past month.

COMMENTS
Groups or cine* I have noticed from my plants and others I have seen that
there seems to be a number of groups within the Tephro's containing species
with similar stem characteristics, such as the same shaped areoles and joints but
with different spination. I agree with Alan Hi (p..) that these similar plants may all
be examples of the same species from a mixed population.
Tep/vocactu* curvrap/nu* How many members have come across this little
swine? I only know of one plant and that is an old grafted plant in Jan
Biesheuvels' collection in Holland. He has sold me two cuttings, both of which so
far havenl produced any roots in two years. It resembles T. rvsstanus but has
short (10 mm), Grey, gentry curved flexible spines reminiscent of Turtinicarpus
schmoidickoanus Warren withers and John Bettleny have also had material from
this plant and have tried everything to root it or graft it but have been
unsuccessful every time, which is a shame because it is a very interesting and
distinct little plant. Whilst on the subject of obscure plants does anyone have any
of the new species Rrtter describes in Kakteen in Sud Amerika such as
famatimensis or grandtflora? I have found little or no reference to these plants
since Hitter's original description.
Swaps and Spares Sounds like a good idea to me. Jot your spares or wants on
a separate piece of paper and I shall type them all up on a separate page.
Incidentaly, due to lack of space I am disposing Of my other cacti, anyone
interested in a few Qymno's?
Heat AM my plants except Tacinga; Poraskia and Consoba get no heat at al
during the winter months. They are al kept in a draughty (no broken panes
though) 8 X 12 greenhouse on staging and on the floor. This harsh treatment
definitely enhances the flowering capability of opuntias as I have never had so
many flowers as I have had this year.
Sphaarical Issues I am someone who loves to just sit and look at my plants, I
find it very therapeutic and I get to notice anything new or unusual thats going on
in the greenhouse. I have often wondered about the relationship between the
spherical jointed Tephro's and the others in the group, as they do seem to be
misplaced My personal opinion is that they represent the link between the
Airampo's and the Tephro's as they have the areoles and roots of an Airampo but
the joint shape of a Tephro. Its the areoles which are their most distinctive and
un-Tephro like feature, I don't know how many species are supposed to be in the
Sphaerica group but I seem to have form of only two; T. dvnorpha/berteri/leonctto
and T. khuenrichiana. None of these plants seems to be particularly strong
growing and all seen to be adopting the typical T. articulatus mode of growth i.e
upwards as opposed to the T (Maihueniopsis) gtomerata mode of outwards
growth.
Merry Christmas and a Happy Growing Year,
Spencer Reynolds
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COMMENTS TO VOL.1, No.
Cultivation
Alan H. (page 25) I am surprised that you have not yet tried to do without heat in
your Access Frame! It depends of course what you intend to grow in it, but if it is
Tephro's, Matiueniopsis, Pterocactus, Austrocylindropuntia's and Airampoa's,
there is really nothing to fear or worry about. I only leave a crack open of about 2"
on all four upright comers. And yes, the wind, fog and snow blows in but that
does not seem to harm the plants at ad, because it usually dries out again qute
soon. I tend to put the Austrocylindropuntia's near the four comers and they Ike a
M of moisture in Autumn and Winter anyway. I even water these occasionally.
As for the glass blowing out, that too has not happened to me yet. I wedge al the
panes so that they dont rattle. Frankly, any panes that break, is me that's doing
It. Yes, T. oigacanthus which was a cutting last year and flowered, has also just
flowered again. Anyone not being able to flower this one has a greenhouse not
cold enough or insufficient light, I would suggest.
Yes, you are right, although of most plants I have only one done, but by cross
polnating the flowers with any old Opuntia in flower has produced seed on quite
a number of plants for me this year.
General: ,1 am surprised to hear that a number of members sti have difficulty
with rooting cuttings. The time of the year is important but little else.From May to
Mid-August I have no problems rooting them at al, Tephro's or Maihueniopsis
alike I use small trays of a gritty compost and the cuttings are inserted straight
into it without drying off at al, without rooting hormone powder or anything else.
They are put on a high shelf and after a couple of days I start heavy spraying (on
hot days right away on the first day). After a week I is quite safe to immerse the
tray and let the water soak up until the surface shows the moisture. No funny
angles, nothing. Maihuenlas, I prefer to root in Autumn and Winter. They dont do
wel at al in a warm greenhouse.
One common mistake that is most frequently made in the process of taking
cuttings, wel two actually, is one that cuttings are taken at the wrong time of the
year and the other is that they are not kept moist enough and so dry out before
the take root.
Spencer (page 32): Joint shedding of Austro. verse haffeRii appears to be quite
normal, and so is that of T. nigrlspinus (Maihueniopsis nigrispina) I always find a
heap of little round shoots at the bottom of my plant of Austro verschaffeMi each
Spring. What the cause of this is I am not quite sure, but it does not seem to
impair the capacity to flower and it flowers better each year in my cold frame. I
have two theories. One that R sheds Joints which have not fully developed before
the onset of Winter, or two, the plants sheds some joints to conserve moisture
and energy for the Flowering period. There is another though, and that is for
reproduction. The joints, being round may be blown and rolled by the wind far
and wide. They seem to root quite freely with no trouble at all
Rene
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I have now observed that ad, or most of the Austrocylindropuntia's prefer to grow
in Autumn, Winter and early Spring and therefore require some fight watering to
keep them going. But of course that to means that we need to make sure that
they are not exposed to deep frost. Members of the German Study Group have
discovered through several years of experiments, that this treatment helps to
induce flowering in early Spring once plants have reached the appropriate age
and s Ize.

Tephi ocartns moJmensis ( WG207)
Does flower in good light.
Flowers in succession over two to three months
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Botanical Names
When I came to the Hobby, now longer ago than I care to recall, I found that latin
names hard to pronounce and harder sti to remember. As generic names are
changed quite frequently. I had to try and understand some of the logic as to why
the specific name has to change with the gender of the new generic name. So it
may be useful to look at some of the reasons why.
Most botanical names are of latin origin and end in -a, -urn. -us.
For our purpose generic names are ending in
-us
(masculine) are for instance: Tephroccactus,
Pi croc act us, Austrocactus, or
-a,

or-is (femenine) Opuntia, Maihueniopsis, Puna,
Airampoa, Corynopuntia, Cytyndropuntia,
Austrocylindropurrtia etc.

Specific epithets are usually adjectives and participles or nouns. The adjectives
agree in gender with the generic names they follow. For example Tephrocactus
is masculine in gender and the epithet "articulatus" are therefore also masculine
The problem comes when the generic name changes when the epithet has to
follow the gender. So here are a few examples where the ending specific epithet
follows the generic name change:
Opuntia aoracantha
Opuntia paediophyila
Opuntia goometica

-

Tophrocactus aoracanthus
Tephrocactus paediophyllus
Tephrvcactus geometricus etc.

Exceptions are those epithets assigned to plants with the name of a person in
which case they usually end in -B as in wtidii. rauhH, weberi, schottH, etc.
thus becoming Tephro. Alexandri, T. berteri, or Maihueniopsis darwinfi
But there others where for instance epithet is assigned with the country or place
name in which case it will end in -sis or -a. for example 'cniiensis, bofviana'. etc.
If in doubt the 105 INDEX OF NAMES OF THE CACTACEAE is a very helpful
aid and almost indispensible

Rene
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Date: 10 November 1995

Rene Qeisster
Kingston Road
SHmbridge,
Glos GL27BW

TEPHRO OR NOT?
That was the question asked at the One-Day-Meeting when we came to talk
very briefly about the group of plants from Peru and Chile. This mainly refers to
the 'Kuehnrichlanus-Sphaericus" group of plants.
They seem not have been grouped with any great thought by any of the
authorities. Leighton-Boyce and James Ififf have ducked the issue by referring
to them under the cofective name "Opuntia". Dr.Roberto Kieslng in his more
recent study restricts himself to Cacti of Argentina and therefore does not help
us ether- very much.
Although these Peruvian plants have been referred to by a number of other
publications as Tephrocacti" and been vafidly described as such, we are than
left only with Backeberg and his classification in his work "Die Cactaceae* of
1958. This lumps them all, together along wth those we now know as
Austrocylindropuntia(floccosa group) and Maiiuentopsis under Tephrocactus.
I personally have an open mind as to where they should be, but they do not
seem to fit very wed into either of the other groups such as Tephrocactus or
Maihueniopsis They do not exhibit the usual tap root that these two groups
have, nor does their growth quite resemble either of the two. The habitat too is
some considerable distance removed. Of course we could just refer to them as
the "Sphaeroid* Group. I would be interested to hear other opinions on this
subject.
In any case I would be interesting to look at the grouping as established by
Backeberg, so I will try and give an approximate translation of his key for the
Tephrocacti:

Group 1:

Etongati

Sub Group 1: F1occosl(Br.& RJBackbg

hair sott, neither straight nor curled central spines distinctly recognisable
joints elongated, not very large hair dense, white
spines yellowish
1: T. ftoccosus
spines grey/white

tube hairy
1a: v.canispinus
hair very sparse, white
1b: v.denudatus
Joints ovoid, appr. 5cm long
hair thin, curly
1c:vocoid«s
joints bigger and thicker, foosefy arranged
hair white
1d: vcrasstor
hair yellowish
1e subv aurescens
central spines almost unnoticeable joints shorter, more rounded
hair white to silver-grey
...2: T. verticosus
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hair suffer, standing out, or brush-like central spines, at least one visible
joints elongated
hair pa to yellowish
3 T. lagopus
hair pure white
3a vleucolagopus
hair honey-yellow
trial longish
3b: v.aurous
fruit broad and round
3c. subv. brachycarpus
joints ovoid, up to 5cm long
hair honey-yellow, tufty straight upright
3d v.aureo -penicilatus
joints columnar, up to 14cm long, 6cm dia.
hair golden yellow or lighter
3e. v.pachycladus joints
slender columnar, not long
hair white
spines thin, visible, brownish
4 r cyHndrolanatus
joints rather large and thick
(to 25cm tall)
hair white to grey-white
spines rather thin, standing out
5 T. rauhii
hair dense, not bushy, smooth, standing out somewhat
joints to 15cm long, 5cm dia.
hair snow-white
spines un-noticeable. A mitt-form to
the next (under Tudonis described
-: T. pseudo-udonis
hair curly
joints short-cylindrical roundish, thick hair while
spines brownish
£ T. udonis
joints smaller, lower: broader cushion forming
hair white
spines thin, protruding &0e
7 T. crispicrinitus
spines stouter, brown, bent, often
closing over the drown
7a: v.tortispinus
joints bigger, to 15cm tall and 7cm dia.
spines stronger, red-brown, to 4cm long. 1-4)
76. v.cyiindaceus
hairyeiow to gold-brown
spines stronger, to 3cm long (1-3 spines)
7c v.flavicomus
Sub-group 2: Obtongf BacUbg.
hair missing
joints short-cylindrical (slim)
segments blue-grey, not shiny
spines almost tike fine bristles, often
spreading sideways
JB: T. heteromorphus
segments blackish-green (redish-black)
spines brown to black,
almost standing out
9: T. nigrispinus
segments pure green, shiny at the top
spines thin, mostly upright,
chestnut-brown
10: T. punta-caitlan
joints somewhat elongated
segments light blue-green (mounds)
spines lightbrown
11: T. yanganucensis
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joints more reduced- and round
(at least those above ground)
mounds
segments deep-dark-green
spines dirty yelow (partly bristly)
12: T atroviridis
joints dark -brown(to redish-blue-green);
thick areols
spines dark, strong
13: T.blancM
flat cushions
segments more or less round, light-green
spines mostly bent towards the body,
brownish
14: T hirscHi
Sub-Group 3: Webertant (Br. & R.) Badtbg.
With more or less longer (by the type)
and denser spines
spines thin, supple, rather long
15 T. weberi
spines shorter, stiff and less in number

15a: v.dispar

spines bristly, upright, dense

1Sb: v.setiger

Sub-Qmup 4: CrasJcyHndrtd
BacUtg.
with awl-like spines only on the upper segments
segments, body thick
segments pale grey-green
spines tips redish-brown, very stiff

16 T. cnsstcyfndricus

Group 2: Globulares Backbg.
Sub-Group 1: Plotyaconthi
B*ckbg
Not in tight mounds, but loosely branched
Joints mostly easily detached
spines missing
segments thin-elongated round, grey
17: T. articulatus joints
cylindrical, elongated, green
or grey-green
17a:v.inermis
joints round and sojuat, grey
17b: v.catvus
spines present
joints nearly thick-round
central spines flat, not ribbed below, rather wide
spines with brownish hue
17c v.syringcanthus
spines white
1 7d. v.papyracanthus
central spines somewhat keeled below
or rounded and smaller
spines very elastic, long
17e: v.potyacanthus
spines stiff and long, somewhat twisted
and growing jumbled over each other
171: v.ovatus
joints somewhat thinner and somewhat elongated
central spines not very broad whitish spines
17g v.diadematus
spines blackish at the base or middle
Growing in small groups
spines missing
joints small, a little oblong, young
areols with hairs that soon fall off
18 T molinensis
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Growing in rather large tight mounds
joints not usually easy detached spines present
segments round
spines almost standing erect,
straight and stiff
19: T. darwinii
joints roundish-ovoid and tips juvenile
keel rather protruding, elongated
joints redlsh to begin with
..20.T. hickenii
keel roundish,
segments elongated, brown to grey-brown
spines stiff, elastic, rather broad, brown
keel long, round without dividing
furrow, below often extra spine
21 T platyacanthus
keel broader, rather sharply
imlted, spines smaier
without extra spine
21a: v.angustispinus
joints slender
spines brown (only one form?)
21b: v.monvifei
joints elongated-egg-shaped, rather rown,
Spines mostly longer and softer, more down
Pointing
21c: v.deflexispinus
joints more rounded, green
spines stiffer
21d: v.neoplaticanthus
keel flat, hardly protruding
joints smaller, slender, little pointed,
mostly brown-olive or pure green
spines white, elastic to soft, slender,
mostly whitish with darker tips
central spine 1, elastic
22: T. glomeratus
several central spines, somewhat soft
radial spines present, down pointing
andadpressed
22a: v.andicola
radial spines missing
22b: v.graciSor
spines brownish
22c: v.Mvispinus
spines yetow-brown to white, (1-2 radials)
papery, but stiff, erect and sharp
23. T. leoncito
spines yelowish to light brown (not
papery), with some adpressed radials
growths form: small, not very tight clumps
24: T. russeHi
Not ven well known:
Plants in low bushes
spines 1 (2-3), die central spines are flat,
white, pliable, yetow or brownish at
the tips, downward pointing radials
joints oval, cone-shaped, pale-green or
yellowish, rather elongated
TO COMPARE
Op.
Op.
Op.
Op.

25 T. neuquensfs

SYNONYMS WHICH HAVE BEEN IN USE TILL NOW
Haageana
T. articutatus
Strobillformis
T. - v. inermis
Calva
T. - V. calvus
Turpinii
T. - v. syringacanthus
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Op. papyracantha
Oppaediophyla
T. hossei
Op.aoracantha
Opdiademata
Op.gtomerata sensu Br. & Rose
Op schumannii
Op guerkei
Op. wetmorei
Op. andfcola
Op. hypogaea

T. - v. papyraccnthus
T. - v. polyacanthus
T. - v. polyacanthus
T. - v. calvus
T. - v. diadematus
T. - v. diadematus
T. molinensis
T. molinensis
T. gtomeratus V. andKolus
T. ylomeratus V. andkolus
T. glomeratus

Sub-group 2: Brvchlmni Backbg.
joints round
Central spines ( at least later) partly blueishashgrey, spreading irregularly, later whitish
like the radials, pliable
spines rather scaly, also with age
central spines rather elastc, dark to
black, standing out irregularfy, or bend
sometimes somewhat bent, or a tittle twisted,
radial spines whitish, often bent
downwards: lower areols without spines
26: T. alexanderi
spines without scales or hardly any
central spines stUfer, grey/black, at
standing out, not adpressed,
areols not without spines, but short ones

26a v bruchii

spines bigger (syn.Op. Bruchii)
spines shorter
joints elongated-rounded
spines always without scales, lighter in colour,
only central spine blackish to start with

.-subv. macracanthus
-subv. brachycanthus
26d: v. subsphaericus

Sub-group 3:Spaerid Backbg.
joints roundish, rather large and thick (up to 12cm long)
plants in tight clumps
areols rather wide apart
spines straight, stiff
segments oblong
27: T. kuehnrichianus
segment broad and round
27a. v applanatus
plants loosely branched, not growing in clumps
areols arranged somewhat closer
spines straight, stout (to begin with
still standing somewhat at an angle,
later horizontal
28: T. spaericus
middle spine bent
28a:v. unguispinus
spines softer, adpressed
29b:v. raupianus
joints more long and rounded, to 6cm long and 2cm
thick, more or less lying
plants loosely bushy
joints always redish to start with
flower whitish to begin with
29 T. corotiHa
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flower redish-yeHow

29a v aurantiaflorus

joints smaller, shorter, somewhat oblong,
somewhat kieled
plants in loose clumps
segments green
areots white-woolly to start with (Peru)
areols woolly to begin with (Chile)
plants in small clumps
spines up to 9, brown
spines up to 3, white with yellow tips

30.T. dimorphus
30a. v. pseudorauppianus
31 :T. ovatus
32 T tarapacanus

Also here included:
Medium seized, spirted spheres
TO

( : T. camachoi
(- : T. mueterianus
( : T. mirus

COMPARE SYNONYMS THAT HA VE BEEN IN USE UP TO NOW:
Op. leucophaea

T. sphaencus

Op. campestris

T. dimorphus

Op staffordae

T. sphaericus

Op ovata (Pfeiff.)

T. ovatus

Op. ovata hort angl.
Op.ovallei
Op. grata

T. articulatus V ovatus
T. ovatus
T. bolivianus

Op.

feonina

T. dimorphus & T. spaericus

Op. ignota

T. corotilla

Op. monticola

T. ovatus

Sub-Group 4: Pent/and/an/ (Br.&R.) Backbg.
plants in tight mounds
plants small
mounds smat (large tap roots)
spines more or less ad pressed
spines mostly bend towards the body
33 Tpentlandii
spines usually 1, upright
33a v. fuauxianus
spines usually 2-3, standing out
33b v. rossianus
Plants not so small mounds rather larger joints bigger
flowers bigger, broader fringe
spines not very stiff segments hardly kieled above
spines light brown
34: T.bofvianus
segments heavily kieled on top, elongated
spines standing sideways, not matted
spines yetow-brown to redish (fruit cylindrical)
.35 F dactdferus
spines blackish
.36. T. cyBndiarticulatus
spines more matted and standing out
spines white, bendable
segments elyptical, to 11cm long
37 T. chichensis
segments ovoid, to 7cm long
37a: v. cochanus
spines yellow or brownish
segments, upper stronger kieled spines horny yellow
segments slender-egg-shaped, up
to 4cm long, shallower kiele
38 T. noodtiae
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spines golden brown
segments elongated egg-shaped, to
6cm long; (del elongated,
pronounced; gtochids not noticeable
flower yellow
39: T. fulvteomus
segments to 5cm long;
giochids long and bushy
flower outside red, inside yellow
39a: v. bicolor
spines, upper 2 brownish, lower 3 grey,
to 5cm long, more or less bent or matted
segments up to 6.5cm long and 3.7 cm dia
plump, elongated and kieled
areols rather white and fefcy
40: T. zehnderi
spines very hard, rather long (to 6cm),
some bent to ad pressed
spines white to brownish (variable; frut
round, large, naked
41: T. ferocior
spines elastic, rather long (10cm),
rather dense, upright from the crown
spines brownish, stronger
42: T. ignescens
spines elastic, yeHow
42a: v. steinianus
flowers rather small (2.5cm); fringe short
43: T. asplundii
mounds rather large Joints rounded spines stout, very sharp
spines red-brown (flower orange)
44: T. pyrrhacanthus
spines brown-red (flower Ight yeNow)
44a: v. leucoluteus
Joints conical-ovoid, pale green (Chile)
central spins 1, stiff, to 2.5cm,
yellow to brownish
45: T. atacamensis
central spines 2, elastic, to 5cm,
underneath white, above red-brown
45a: v chHenste
plants in rather loose, medium large mounds
spines not very long
Mel not pronounced; segments hardly tapering
in older areols long glochid pads
46: T. minor
(del pronounced; segments more tapering
spines whitish
spines mostly 2-3, thin, standing out
and felted, rather longer
47: T. rarissimus
spines up to 9, bristly and thin
48: T. wilkeanus
spines hardly 1 or missing, very short
4mm
49: T. mistiensis
spines horn colour
spines thin. 1-2 (2.5cm long) bent away
50: T. subinermis
spines exceptionally long (20cm) more or less
matted and twisted Joints not very toe led
spines yellowish-white
51: T. flexuosus
Sub-Group 5: Macrortiisi
Backbg
joints dense, flat (dels (spines ad pressed) (dels square
tuft pear-shaped
52: T. subterranius
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kids 5 - 6 sided
fruit broad-round, with many areols
joints elongated, keels wider apart which are
not very pronounced
segments ovoid, to 2cm long
segments elongated and oblong, rather small,
to 12 mm long, in collections rather larger
Sub-Group 6: McroshaerNci Backbg.
joints somewhat blue-green and roundish-squat
or somewhat elongated), lightly taeled
spines missing to start, than 2-4.
very thin, to 3mm long
joints green, standing above one another
spines missing completely (to Start) or
very thin and short; later usually adpressed,
to Imm long, sometimes an additional,
somewhat protruding,
to 17mm long

S3: T. geometricus

54: T. madragora
55: T. minutus

56: T. Minusculus

57: T. sNvestris

segment = new growth (shoot)
PS:

It must be recognised that Backeberg's Work was pubished in 1958 and
may contain some errors which were corrected later. Also a certain amount
of reclassification has taken place since than. Certain authorities have not
accepted the basis of his classification either. Particularly Ritter was very
critical of it.
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